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Abstract | i

Abstract
Automatic tracking and video of surveillance on a farm could help to support farm
management. In this project, an automated detection system is used to detect sows
in surveillance videos. This system is based upon deep learning and computer
vision methods. In order to minimize disk storage and to meet the network
requirements necessary to achieve the real-performance, tracking in compressed
video streams is essential.
The proposed system uses a Discriminative Correlation Filter (DCF) as a
classifier to detect targets. The tracking model is updated by training the classifier
with online learning methods. Compression technology encodes the video data,
thus reducing both the bit rates at which video signals are transmitted and helping
the video transmission better adapt to the limited network bandwidth. However,
compression may reduce the image quality of the videos the precision of our
tracking may decrease. Hence, we conducted a performance evaluation of existing
visual tracking algorithms on video sequences with quality degradation due to
various compression parameters (encoders, target bitrate, rate control model, and
Group of Pictures (GOP) size). The ultimate goal of video compression is to realize
a tracking system with equal performance, but requiring fewer network resources.
The proposed tracking algorithm successfully tracks each sow in consecutive
frames in most cases. The performance of our tracker was benchmarked against
two state-of-art tracking algorithms: Siamese Fully-Convolutional (FC) and
Efficient Convolution Operators (ECO). The performance evaluation result shows
our proposed tracker has similar performance to both Siamese FC and ECO.
In comparison with the original tracker, the proposed tracker achieved similar
tracking performance, while requiring much less storage and generating a lower
bitrate when the video was compressed with appropriate parameters. However, the
system is far slower than needed for real-time tracking due to high computational
complexity; therefore, more optimal methods to update the tracking model will be
needed to achieve real-time tracking.
Keywords
Computer vision, Video tracking, Machine learning, Discriminative correlation
filter, Compressed video, Bandwidth balancing, Network traffic
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Sammanfattning
Automatisk spårning av övervakning i gårdens område kan bidra till att stödja
jordbruket management. I detta projekt till ett automatiserat system för upptäckt
upptäcka suggor från övervaknings filmer kommer att utformas med djupa lärande
och datorseende metoder. Av hänsyn till Diskhantering och tid och hastighet Krav
över nätverket för att uppnå realtidsscenarier i framtiden är spårning i
komprimerade videoströmmar är avgörande.
Det föreslagna systemet i detta projekt skulle använda en DCF (diskriminerande
korrelationsfilter) som en klassificerare att upptäcka mål. Spårningen modell
kommer att uppdateras genom att utbilda klassificeraren med online
inlärningsmetoder. Compression teknik kodar videodata och minskar
bithastigheter där videosignaler sänds kan hjälpa videoöverföring anpassar bättre i
begränsad nätverk. det kan dock reducera bildkvaliteten på videoklipp och leder
exakt hastighet av vårt spårningssystem för att minska. Därför undersöker vi
utvärderingen av prestanda av befintlig visuella spårningsalgoritmer på
videosekvenser Det ultimata målet med videokomprimering är att bidra till att
bygga ett spårningssystem med samma prestanda men kräver färre
nätverksresurser.
Den föreslagna spårning algoritm spår framgångsrikt varje sugga i konsekutiva
ramar i de flesta fall prestanda vår tracker var jämföras med två state-of-art
spårning algoritmer:. Siamese Fully-Convolutional (FC) och Efficient Convolution
Operators (ECO) utvärdering av prestanda Resultatet visar vår föreslagna tracker
blir liknande prestanda med Siamese FC och ECO.
I jämförelse med den ursprungliga spårningen uppnådde den föreslagna
spårningen liknande spårningseffektivitet, samtidigt som det krävde mycket
mindre lagring och alstra en lägre bitrate när videon komprimerades med lämpliga
parametrar. Systemet är mycket långsammare än det behövs för spårning i realtid
på grund av hög beräkningskomplexitet; därför behövs mer optimala metoder för
att uppdatera spårningsmodellen för att uppnå realtidsspårning.
Nyckelord
Dator vision, Video spårning, Maskininlärning, Diskriminerande korrelationsfilter,
Komprimerad video, Bandbredd balansering, Nätverkstrafik
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1 Introd
duction
In
n this projject, we would transslate our understand
u
ding of aniimal behav
vior into an
n
aautomatic machine algorithm
a
which can relieve farmers fr
from time--consumin
ng
ro
outine mo
onitoring tasks.
t
Thiss chapter describes the speciffic problem
m that thiis
th
hesis addrresses, the context o f the prob
blem, the goals
g
of th
his thesis project,
p
and
o
outlines thee structure
e of the theesis. The sttudy of auttomated su
urveillance
e systems is
i
ccurrently of
o enormo
ous interesst. Surveilllance of vehicular traffic, an
nimals and
of significcant inform
h
human actiivities offerrs a contexxt for the extraction
e
mation such
h
aas scene motion
m
and
d traffic sstatistics, object
o
classsification,, animal and
a
human
n
id
dentificatio
on, as well as the anaalysis of in
nteractions between vvehicles. A wide rang
ge
o
of research possibilities is open about visu
ual surveillance and ttracking.
1.1

Backg
ground

S
Surveillancce video iss typically monitored by peop
ple, who vview the video
v
usin
ng
several mon
nitors disp
playing cam
mera feeds.. It is challlenging forr a human operator to
t
d
detect even
nts effective
ely as they happen. Since
S
it is difficult
d
forr operatorss to monito
or
su
urveillancee camera feeds
f
conti nuously, th
here is a growing neeed to find methods to
t
aautomatica
ally analyze
e video su
urveillance data. Som
me of the ccrucial pro
oblems tha
at
m
motivate th
his need for
f autom
matic video
o surveillance monittoring incclude smarrt
faarming, pedestrian
p
tracking, self-driving vehiclles, behavviors und
derstanding
g,
aanomaly deetection, and unatten
nded bagg
gage detecttion. In th
his research
h, we focu
us
o
on smart fa
arming, spe
ecifically p ig farming
g.
With thee increasin
ng demand
d for food production
p
n, there is aan increasiing urgenccy
to
o make the farming process m
more efficieent to keep
p up with growing demand.
d
A
As
sh
hown in Figure
F
1-1,, this projject is to combine computer
c
vision witth machin
ne
leearning to track pigss' pattern aautomatica
ally to dete
ect low acttivities. From the low
w
aactivities da
ata collecte
ed, the traccking systeem could in
ndicate wh
hether a piig is injured
o
or ill from abnormal
a
behaviors.
b

F
Figure 1-1:

The atu
uo farming
g tracking solutions
s
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1.2

Probleem

F
Figure 1-2 shows the
e data pip
peline of th
he tracking system. The track
king system
m
b
begins with
h an Intern
net Protoco
ol (IP)-bassed video surveillanc
s
ce camerass connected
to
o a local video
v
serv
ver. The syystem usess a wired or wirelesss IP netw
work as th
he
b
backbone for
f transpo
orting diggital video and other data. Th
he raw vid
deo data is
i
eencoded an
nd transmittted over th
he network
k. The vide
eo data is d
decoded an
nd analyzed
o
on the servver side. Ev
very serverr is equipp
ped with storage and
d graphics processin
ng
u
units (GPU
Us) to suppo
ort high-leevel video analytics
a
and
a processsing algoriithms (such
h
aas real-timee decoding
g and track
king) for the
t capture
ed video. T
The data output
o
from
m
th
he GPUs is
i sent to a cloud serrvice, and this cloud
d service aanalyzes th
he data and
leearns the individual
i
normal/aabnormal behaviors
b
and
a
sendss statisticall reports to
t
u
users’ mobiile applicattions. As a result, the users wo
ould see aleerts, mediccal recordss,
aand suggestted treatm
ment task lissts directly
y on their screen.
s

F
Figure 1-2:: Pipeline
e of the prroposed tr
racking sys
stem

Our tra
acking systtem is imp
plemented
d based on
n a start-oof-art visu
ual trackin
ng
aalgorithm named
n
Cre
est [1]. Thee first step is to extra
act a featurre map of each fram
me
in
n the videeo with a pre-trained
p
d model, based
b
upon
n Universiity of Oxfo
ord's Visua
al
G
Geometry Group
G
(VG
GG) VGGNeet [2]. Thee feature map
m from eaach frame is sent to a
d
discriminattive correla
ation filterr (DCF) an
nd generatting a resp
ponse map
p to predicct
taargets' loca
ations. As the locatio
on of the ta
arget in the
e videos keeeps chang
ging, we usse
o
online learn
ning to upd
date the m
model. To decrease
d
model
m
degraadation du
uring onlin
ne
u
updating, we
w use ressidual learn
ning to ta
ake appearrance chan
nges into account.
a
T
To
im
mprove th
he poor performancee due to sccale variattions, we iintroduce an efficien
nt
m
method for estimating
g the targeet’s size [3].
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When multiple videos are transmitted through the network, if video data rate
exceeds the available network bandwidth, this would lead to packet loss, which
would make it difficult to track animals at a high speed with precision.
Compression technology (implemented in field programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs)) encodes the video data and reduces the bit rates helps to video signals
transmission adapts to limited network bandwidth. However, this compression
may reduce the image quality of the videos and weaken our tracking performance.
To balance the tracking performance and communication efficiency based on
the application’s requirements, tracking performance and network traffic are both
collected and analyzed after the video has been compressed with different
compression parameters. (CODEC, bitrate, rate control mode, and group of
pictures (GOP) size).
For tracking algorithm design, the first issue needed to consider is pigs may
come in the similar head feature. These similar features may not be helpful in the
tracking process. In an extreme case where two sows have very similar heads
features with similar movements, it may be quite challenging for a computer to
differentiate and distinguish. If we detect the target in each frame with the search
region of the box near to the target and do not consider the background
information, the classifier would detect the wrong pig with very similar features.
Inaccurate detection scores lead to a limited target search region at the detection
step. Another thing needs to mention is the tracker is prepared for real-time
tracking in the future, which means the training dataset does not have future
information (the target location in the next frame). The only labeled data the
tracking system has is the location of the target in the first frame. The proposed
online updating methods would It is not enough to only use the labeled data to
train the model and make the classifier to detect the target in all frames since the
targets are always moving, the appearance of targets is keeping changing between
frames in the view of the camera. What is more, the targets keep moving near and
away from the camera, the size of the target keeps changing in the view of the
camera. A fixed scale size to locate the target is not enough for the tracking task. An
improper scale size may lead to tracker get drifted in the end. For complex tracking
scenarios, however, the performance of trackers with hand-crafted features or
features from several layers of networks output often drops considerably because of
limited data.
Here list four questions based on the above issues:
1. What kind of search region is more fitting into our application? Should it be
the whole frame of image or just cropped target area?
2. Does the tracking system need to update the training model frame by frame
since the target’s appearance keeps changing?
3. Does the tracking system need to use scale estimation with predicted target
per frame?
4. What kind of feature extraction methods should be applied in this tracking
system due to limited training data?
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5. What kind of feature extraction methods should be applied in this tracking
systems due to limited training data?
1.3

Application Challenges

We will have six main challenges during detection and tracking. Our goal is to
develop a tracking scheme that is robust to these sources of uncertainty and
conduct the tracking process in an efficient manner. Table 1-1 describes all of these
challenges in the dataset.
Table 1-1:

Different attributes of dataset

Attributes
Scale
Variation
Occlusion

Description
The ratio of the bounding boxes of the first frame and the current frame
is out of the range 2 in some cases.
The target is partially or fully occluded.

Background
Clutters
Fast Motion
Low
Resolution
Out-of-Plane
In-Plane
Rotation
Out-of-View

The background near the target has the similar color or texture as the
target.
The motion of the ground truth is larger than 15 pixels.
The number of pixels inside the ground-truth bounding box is less than
600.
Rotation the target rotates out of the image plane.
The target rotates in the image plane.

1.3.1

Some portion of the target leaves the view.

Image noise in the video

There might be some motion blur in the video sequence and may reduce the
tracking accuracy in every frame, and in that case, the tracking may drift. However,
noise is inevitable both due to low cost cameras and video compressions.
Compression errors during video compression might severely impact the
performance of the tracking system resulting in tracking drifted.
1.3.2

Appearance and viewpoint changes

The target may change its appearance from the camera throughout the video
sequence. These changes make the tracking process more complicated because the
only information the tracker knows beforehand is the target appearance from the
camera’s viewpoint in the first frame. The tracker should have a mechanism for
dealing with appearance changes due to the camera’s viewpoint.
1.3.3

Background clutter and identification

The object may appear in a cluttered environment or may be surrounded by other
objects with a similar appearance. The tracker might be easily get distracted by
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background clutter and might not correctly distinguish the object of interest from
other objects with a similar appearance.
1.3.4

Motion Blur

Motion blur occurs when a target moves quickly, suddenly changing the target’s
appearance into a smudged mess.
1.3.5

Scale Variations

As the target moves closer or further away from the camera, the scale changes
during tracking. This problem is commonly solved by estimating the scale and then
rescaling the target.
1.3.6

Multi-target

In this project, there are three to nine pigs to track in each clip and they all have a
similar appearance. Multi-target tracking is a highly complicated and challenging
problem, especially in crowded environments where many targets have similar
appearances and frequently occlude each other. Simultaneously tracking of
multiple targets requires our tracking model to distinguish targets of interest from
the background (i.e., target detection) and separating each target from one another
(i.e., target identification).
We need to have a discriminative model for target detection; however, it will
suffer from poor detection of targets (such as missed detections and false alarms)
due to occlusion, reflections, or shadows.
1.4

Purpose

With increasing demand for food for the growing population, caring for individual
farm animals is necessary to minimize the potential damage caused by infectious
diseases or welfare problems. However, it is almost impossible for individual
animals to be cared for by a small number of farm workers who work on a largescale livestock farm. Translating our understanding of farm animal behaviors into
a machine learning and computer vision problem can relieve farmers from timeconsuming routine monitoring tasks. For instances, tracking farm animal drinking
patterns, sleeping habits can disclose abnormal and aggressive behavior as well as
enable detection of early symptoms of disease (Monitoring Animal Health). The
purpose of this Master’s thesis is to investigate the possibilities of developing a
practical automatic animals monitoring application which will effectively detect
and track sows from surveillance.
1.5

Goals

This thesis proposes and evaluates a tracking system to help track farm animals by
identifying heads' of animals using video from overhead cameras. At a basic level,
our tracking system will be able to track each pig by its unique facial features. After
establishing the basic system that can serve as a platform for automatic tracking,
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this data helps to do activities recognition, behavior analysis, and weight prediction
for these farm animals. By tracking behaviors, eating patterns, and the overall
health of sows, statistic al analysis can be used to generate alerts to farmers. For
instance, the system will flag any changes, such as eating or drinking less, moving
slower, or increases or decreases in weight. Health problems would be detected
early. Additionally, farmers can adjust feeding schedules, thus saving money.
1.6

Research Methodology

Our experimental system has been designed keeping the requirements of both
accurate tracking and effectively utilizing network bandwidth in mind.
In our project, we will use a constructive research method. It means that we will
first test the existing solutions, comparing the results and then come up with our
own solution to the stated problem. This solution, however, must be re-examined
several times in the real-world application development due to it is not fully known
the problems that may arise.
Our tracking system is implemented based on a start-of-art visual tracking
algorithm named Crest [1]. The first step is to extract a feature map of each frame
in the video with a pre-trained model, based upon University of Oxford's Visual
Geometry Group (VGG) VGGNet [2]. The feature map from each frame is sent to a
discriminative correlation filter (DCF) and generating a response map to predict
targets' locations. As the location of the target in the videos keeps changing, we use
online learning to update the model. To decrease model degradation during online
updating, we use residual learning to take appearance changes into account. To
improve the poor performance due to scale variations, we introduce an efficient
method for estimating the target’s size.
Regarding finding the optimal compress methods, video data are compressed
with different parameters (codec, bit rates, rate control mode and GOP size). The
output bitrate and the tracking performance of videos under various compression
settings are recorded and compared.
1.7

Delimitations

Although this tracking system updates its tracking model with online learning to
prepare for real-time use in the future, this thesis will not take improving tracking
speed into the current task to study due to the tracking model is too big so far, and
model updating methods are not efficient. Besides, online learning is not easy for
the tracking system to achieve long-time tracking due to it would enroll the wrong
information to send to the model to train each frame, since the only ground truth
labelled data the system has is in the first frame, other frames of training data are
based on predicted data in the last frame. In that case, we cut the video into each a
1-min long clip to track with.
As a consequence, this thesis only develops a tracking system that establishes a
basis for further development towards the ideal, that the previous section
described. It is a working and expandable basis for real-time animal management
applications. Chapter 5 presents suggestions for future enhancements and
developments.
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1.8

Structure of the thesis

Chapter 2 presents the theory of tracking algorithms and compression methods,
various considerations and method choices are briefly discussed and motivated.
The chapter also briefly reviews two existing works on object detection and
tracking. Chapter 3 introduces the research process and data analysis techniques.
Chapter 4 introduces the dataset and implementation details. The results and
discussion are presented in Chapter 5. The conclusion and future works are
presented in Chapter 6.
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feature dimensions. Extracting robust and discriminative features from the image
is one of the most critical and challenging steps in many computer vision tasks. For
example, visual feature could be edges or different kinds of shapes representing
information which is relevant for the specific object.
What people used to do for feature extraction tasks was to manually design, or
“handcrafted,” features of an input image with an eye for overcoming specific issues
such as occlusions and variations in scale and illumination. There is usually a
trade-off between accuracy and computational efficiency in the design of
handcrafted features. The most typical handcrafted features are SIFT [6] and
HOG [7], as are quite useful for object recognition tasks with small-scale datasets.
Moreover, they are well-known and robust to object rotation and scale variations,
but this robustness comes as a high computational cost.
These handcrafted features cannot scale up to a large complex object
recognition task. The extracted features are low-level features, and are not
appropriate to directly characterize the object. Moreover, the complete set of image
representation procedures are unsupervised, thus the image label information
could not be used.
2.2.1

Deep features

Recent developments in deep convolutional neural network (also called deep
learning) approaches have demonstrated major advances in the performance of
visual recognition systems. Features from a deep convolutional neural network
(CNN) output are often called deep features. Unlike handcrafted features, a CNN
automatically learns the image representation from images. At the same time,
image labels are used to make the image representations separable. Raw images are
fed to the CNN by convolving image patches with various sizes of filters. After
convolution, the feature map is sub-sampled and fully connected in a deep
feedforward network architecture. The deep features are discriminative and
contain high-level visual information, while still preserving spatial structure.
2.2.2

VGG and Imagenet

Current approaches to computer vision make extensive use of machine learning
methods. Deep learning has achieved major improvements in image recognition.
Massive data sets are required for training many of the deep learning algorithms
for computer vision. To improve performance, we need to collect even larger
datasets, and then train more powerful models to preventing overfitting.
ImageNet* is a large visual dataset designed for use in visual object recognition
software research. It includes over 15 million labeled high-resolution images
belonging to roughly 22,000 categories. All of these images were collected from the
web and labeled by human labelers using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing tool†. A part of the Pascal Visual Object Challenge, an annual competition
called the ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) has been
*
†

http://www.image-net.org/
https://www.mturk.com/
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2.2.3

Transfer Learning and Fine-tuning

In practice, for a visual tracking task, very few people train an entire CNN from
scratch (with random initialization), as it is relatively rare to have an image dataset
of sufficient size. Instead, it is common to pre-train a ConvNet on a large dataset
(e.g., ImageNet), and then use the pre-trained ConvNet either as initialization or a
fixed feature extractor for the task of interest.
Since these models are large and have been trained with a vast number of
images, they have excellent discriminative features for further learning. We can
either use the pre-trained convolutional layers as a feature extractor or modify the
already trained convolutional layers to suit our problem. The previous approach is
known as transfer learning and the latter is known as fine-tuning. However,
for a practical problem, we typically only have access to comparatively small
datasets. In these cases, if we were to train a CNN’s weights from scratch, starting
from random initialized parameters, we would badly overfit the training set ‒ even
with a good network structure. Fine-tuning could solve this problem. Fine-tuning
pre-trains a deep net on a large-scale dataset, such as ImageNet. Then we start with
the pre-trained weights when training the CNN with a new dataset. Since the
dataset used in our experiment to extract features is relatively limited, we use finetuning in our research.
There are several approaches to fine-tuning. In one approach, the initial neural
network is used only as a feature extractor. That means that we freeze every layer
before the output layer and simply train a new output layer. Another approach is to
update all of the network’s weights for the new task.
2.3

Tracking by Discriminative Correlation Filters

Discriminative Correlation Filters (DCF) have shown outstanding performance for
visual object tracking. The core reason for their success is their ability to efficiently
utilize available negative data via including all shifted versions of a training sample.
2.3.1

Generative and Discriminative models

In recent years, many algorithms founded on probability theory has been proposed
to solve tracking problems. These algorithms can be generally divided into
generative and discriminative methods according to whether or not the distribution
of the image features is modeled. Generative and discriminative methods have very
different characteristics, as well as complementary strengths and weaknesses.
Generative trackers implement tracking by searching the best-matching
windows [8–12]. Generative models generally seek a compact object description.
However, this search does not take advantage of the background information which
could be exploited to better separate the target object from the background.
Therefore, generative model based trackers can easily be distracted during tracking
by background regions with similar appearances. In contrast, discriminative
trackers [13–18] avoid these problems by separating the target from the
background.
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Discriminative models deal with object tracking as a detection problem, in
which a classifier learns to distinguish the target’s appearance from its surrounding
background within a local region. This method simultaneously utilizes information
about the target and background. Compared to generative models, discriminative
models are more suitable for tracking due to their discrimination of foreground and
background. For example, Hare et al. [19] proposed an adaptive visual object
tracking framework based on structured output prediction. They used a kernelbased structured support vector machine to perform online learning and adaptive
tracking. Later, Wang, Hua, and Han [20] proposed a metric learning framework
for object tracking. Both visual monitoring and appearance modeling are
performed online in their framework. Furthermore, their formulations can deal
well with multiple objects and occlusion problems.
2.3.2

Correlation Filter Based Trackers

Correlation filters are mainly based on template matching which in turn is based on
matched filter theory. Correlation filters are usually employed in radar
applications [21]. Since the correlation operator is readily transferred into the
Fourier domain as element-wise multiplication, correlation filters have attracted
attention in visual tracking due to its computational efficiency. Correlation filters
are usually used as detectors of expected patterns to produce correlation peaks for
each target of interest in the scene, while yielding low responses to the background.
In simple terms, the simplest correlation filter is a single matrix [22], which can
be denoted as 𝑓[𝑘1, 𝑘2]. For the sake of simplification consider a video frame as a
grayscale image. Each video frame can be sampled as x. In this case, the sample
corresponds to a two-dimensional array corresponding to a part of a grayscale
image. Assume the sample size as N1 × N2. The correlation filter 𝑓 is of the same
type and size, that is, an N1 × N2array. The filter f is trained on the received samples
(denoted {x1, x2, … , xC}). We assume that the training process is typically conducted
every m frames during the whole video sequence. The set of samples can be all received
samples or a designedly selected subset.
A detection score operator is defined as:
𝑆 {𝑥} 𝑘 , 𝑘

= (𝑓 ∗ 𝑥) 𝑘 , 𝑘 .

(2.1)

In equation 2.1, the * denotes circular cross-correlation. The detection score
operator is expected to produce a sharp peak at a target location in the frame
corresponding to the sample x. An example could be seen in Figure 2-3. For
computational efficiency, the score is calculated in the Fourier domain, using the
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT),
𝑆 {𝑥} 𝑘 , 𝑘

= 𝐷𝐹𝑇

{𝐷𝐹𝑇{𝑓} 𝐷𝐹𝑇{𝑥}} 𝑘 , 𝑘 .

(2.2)

The complex conjugate operation could be denoted as an underbar (i.e., . ), we
use the detection score to estimate the target location by its maximum value.
A filter𝑓 has been used to detect the target location before being trained. The
sample 𝑥 corresponding to frame 𝑐 is to fed to the score operator, a Gaussian
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(2.3)
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𝑦 𝑘 ,𝑘

= 𝜏 𝑦 𝑘 ,𝑘
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(2.4)
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The DCF based trackers learn a correlation filter to distinguish between target
and background appearance and predict the target translation by searching the
maximum value in the response map. The training includes target appearance and
surrounding backgrounds. One of the main advantages of DCF-based methods is to
train a least-squares regressor by minimizing the L2 -error between the responses
(classified features) and the labels. The problem can then efficiently be handled by
Fourier transforming the least squares problem and solving the resulting linear
equations. We denote the input sample by X and denote the corresponding
Gaussian function label by Y. A correlation filter W is then learned by solving the
following minimization problem:
𝑊 ∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑖𝑛 |𝑊 ∗ 𝑋 − 𝑌| + 𝜆 |𝑊| .

(2.7)

Where λ is the regularization parameter. The convolution operation is
formulated into a dot product in the Fourier domain between the correlation filter
W and the input X. The learning process of DCFs could be reformulated as the loss
minimization of the convolutional neural network. The loss function could be
demonstrated as (2.8):
𝐿(𝑊) = ∑ 𝐿 (𝑋 ( ) ) + 𝜆𝑟(𝑊) .

(2.8)

where N is the number of training samples, 𝐿 (𝑋 ( ) ) (i ∈ N) is the loss of the i-th
sample, and 𝑟(𝑊) is the weight decay. The loss function in (2.8) can be written as:
𝐿(𝑊) = 𝐿 (𝑋)+ 𝜆𝑟(𝑊) .

(2.9)

If we set N = 1 and take the L2 norm as 𝑟(𝑊) .
Another advantage of DCFs is they could efficiently utilize limited data by
including all shifts of local training samples in the learning. As its mathematical
simplicity, efficiency and superior performance, we adopted the DCF based
approach as our baseline.
2.4

Residual Learning

Recently, Residual Networks (ResNets) have appeared as a new technique to train
extremely deep architectures. As Figure 2-4 shows, the existing non-linear layers of
neural networks serve to fit another mapping of F(x), which is the residual of
identity mapping x. With the shortcut connection of identity mapping x, the whole
module of layers fits F(x)+x for the desired underlying mapping H(x). This means
that the only residual mapping F(X), defined as H(x)-x, is learned with non-linear
layers. In this way, very deep neural networks effectively learn representations in
an efficient manner [4].
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objects undergo large appearance variations, for example, background clutter, the
response from the base layer is limited and may not differentiate between the target
and the background. In this case, residual layers improve tracking performance
when the target has large appearance variations in consecutive frames. However, a
disadvantage of residual networks is that every percentage of improvement a large
increase in the number of layers, which increases both the computational and
memory costs.
2.5

Convolutional Neural Network

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are one of the most state-of-art algorithms
for machine learning in computer vision areas. The architecture is divided into
layers where each layer performs one operation type. CNNs include an input- and
output layer, along with several hidden layers between the input and output layers.
Some examples of the most common in between layers are described in the
following subsections.
2.5.1

Convolution Layer

A convolution layer consists of several convolution filters. Each filter is applied to
the input, one image per feature channel, and results in one image per convolution
filter. The size of the convolution filters varies between layers, but is usually small,
for example: 3*3 or 5*5.
2.5.2

Max Pooling Layer

Max pooling is a sample-based discretization process. The aim is to down-sample
an input representation, for example: an image, the output of the hidden-layer
matrix, etc. Max pooling reduces the dimensionality of this input and supports
assumptions being made about features contained in the binned sub-regions. For
example, the value of a pixel can be the maximum in the corresponding
neighborhood in the down-sampled image. Figure 2-5 illustrates this operation
with a 4x4 matrix as the initial input and using a 2x2 filter over this input. For each
of the areas represented by the filter, we use the maximum value of that area to
create a new output matrix where each element is the maximum value of a region
in the original input.
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U) layer

R
ReLU is an activation function
f
prooposed by Hahnloser
H
et al. [33].. In brief, it works by
b
th
hresholdin
ng values at
a 0, thus f (x) = ma
ax(0, x). Figure
F
2-6 shows x as
a the inpu
ut
vvalue and ReLU
R
outp
puts 0 when
n x < 0, an
nd converssely, it outp
puts a line
ear function
w
when x ≥ 0.
0 An ReLU
U layer imp
proves traiining in de
eep neural networks, as it filterrs
o
out negativve values and prod
duces only
y positive values en
nabling much
m
fasteer
trraining.

F
Figure 2-6:: Rectifie
ed Linear U
Unit (ReL
LU) activattion functiion produ
uces 0 as an
n
output when
w
x<0
0, and the
en produce
es a linearr response
e with a
slope off 1 when x > 0
2
2.5.4

Fully
y Connected
d Layer

A fully conn
nected laye
er multipliees the inpu
ut by a weight matrixx and then adds a bia
as
vvector. Such
h a layer ca
an be view
wed as a gen
neral linearr mappingg given by a matrix.
2
2.5.5

Flatte
en Layer

A flatten layyer flattens an input of shape (n*
( (c* h * w)) to a sim
mple vecto
or output of
o
sh
hape (n*cc*h*w). Fllatten layeers make a multidiimensionaal input in
nto a oneed
dimensiona
al output and
a
are co
ommonly used
u
in the
e transition
n from a convolutio
c
n
laayer to a fu
ully conneccted layer.
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2
2.5.6

Spatiial arrangem
ment: zero p
padding

A
An excellen
nt feature of
o zero pad
dding is tha
at it helps to control the spatial size of th
he
o
output volu
umes (most common
nly it is useed to mainttain the sp
patial size of
o the inpu
ut
vvolume, so
o the width
h and heigght between the inp
put and ou
utput are the same)).
B
Besides keeeping the spatial
s
sizees constantt between input and output, ze
ero paddin
ng
aalso helps to improv
ve perform
mance. If the
t
convolu
utional neeural netw
works layerrs
w
were to nott zero-pad their
t
inputts and only
y perform valid
v
convoolutions, th
hen the sizze
o
of the volu
umes wou
uld reducee by a sm
mall amou
unt after each layer, and th
he
in
nformation
n at the borders be drropped quiite quickly
y.
Assumee we apply three 5 × 5 ×3 filterss to a 32 ×32
× ×3 inp
put image. The outpu
ut
w
would be 28
2 × 28 ×3. The inpu
ut volume is 32 ×32 × 3. As Figgure 2-7 sh
hows, if we
w
im
magine tw
wo borders of zeros a round the volume, th
his gives a 36 × 36 × 3 volumee.
A
After applyying our co
onvolutionaal layer witth three 5 × 5 × 3 fillters and a stride of 1,
1
w
we get a 32 × 32 ×3 output
o
volu
ume.

F
Figure 2-7:: Zero pa
adding exa
ample
2
2.5.7

Drop
pout Layers

T
The idea off a dropoutt layer is d
drop a rand
dom set of activation
ns in a layer by settin
ng
th
hem to zerro. The benefit of drropout layeers is to av
void the prroblem of overfitting
g.
D
Dropout layyers ensurre that thee model is not becom
ming too “ffitted” to the
t trainin
ng
d
data and th
hus would help mitiggate the ov
verfitting problem.
p
H
However, the
t dropou
ut
laayer is only
y used durring trainin
ng, and nott during tesst.
2
2.5.8

Batch
h normalization

T
Training deeep neural networks is challenging since the distribbution of each
e
layer''s
in
nputs cha
anges duriing trainin
ng. Requiiring lowe
er learnin
ng rates and
a
carefu
ul
p
parameter initializatio
i
on slows d
down the trraining pro
ocess. Batcch normalization aim
ms
to
o normalizze the outp
put distribu
ution of ev
very node in a layer.. Batch norrmalization
eenables us to
t use mucch higher leearning rattes and be less carefu
ul about in
nitialization
n.
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2
2.5.9

Grad
dient descen
nt optimizatiion algorithm
ms

D
Deep learn
ning often requires a lot of tim
me and co
omputer reesources fo
or training
g.
G
Gradient deescent is an
a optimizaation algorrithm used
d to minim
mize some function
f
b
by
itteratively moving
m
in the
t directio
on of steep
pest descen
nt.
Training
g a neural network ccan be rega
arded as so
olving an ooptimizatio
on problem
m
fo
or a highlly non-con
nvex loss ffunction. The
T
optim
mization alggorithms explore
e
th
he
laandscape of
o the loss function aand adaptiively choose approprriate desce
ent steps to
t
m
make the model
m
conv
verge fasteer and red
duce learniing time, iin other words,
w
thesse
o
output valu
ues should match thee ground trruth as besst as possibble. Gradie
ent descenttb
based optiimization plays a ssignificantt role in deep learrning. With optima
al
p
parameterss the netwo
ork should
d, for a giv
ven input, return thee desired output.
o
Thiis
o
optimizatio
on is usuallly performeed with thee well-know
wn gradien
nt descent algorithm
m.
For exam
mple, 𝐽 (𝜃) denotes a loss funcction called
d quadraticc in the equ
uation 2.12
2,
𝐽 (𝜃) = ∑ (𝑦 (𝜃) − 𝑦 (𝜃)) .

(2.12)

F
From the eq
quation 2.113, 𝐽 (𝜃) deenote a losss function called cro ss-entropy
y loss.
𝐽 (𝜃) = − ∑ (𝑦 (𝜃)𝑙𝑛(𝑦 (𝜃) + (1 − 𝑦 (𝜃))𝑙𝑛(1
(
− 𝑦 (𝜃))).

(2.13)

Equations 2.12 an
nd 2.13 bo
oth measurre the performance of the nettwork for a
ggiven set off weights and
a biases (𝜃). In botth equation
ns, 𝑦 (𝜃) iss the actual output fo
or
in
nput 𝑥 and
d parameters, 𝜃; 𝑦 ((𝜃)is the expected
e
output.
o
Figgure 2-8 visualizes
v
a
}
ggradient deescent whe
en the parrameter seet 𝜃 consistts of a singgle weightt (𝜃 = {𝑤 })
th
hat needs to be optim
mized. In gradient descent,
d
a loss
l
functiion J(θ) is minimized
( )
b
by updating
g its param
meters bassed on the gradient for
f the currrent param
meters
.
T
The descen
nt starts at the in itial param
meter valu
ues 𝜃 and
d reaches its globa
al
m
minimum 𝐽(𝜃)
𝐽 ∗ at 𝜃 ∗ .

F
Figure 2-8: Single parameter
p
r gradient descent
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A great number off gradient--based optimization algorithmss have bee
en proposed
to
o improve the perforrmance of vvanilla gra
adient desccent, includ
ding Mome
entum [34]],
A
Adagrad [35], Adadellta [36], R
RMSprop [3
37], and Adam
A
[38].. The upda
ate rules of
o
several com
mmon opttimization algorithm
ms are liste
ed in Tabl
ble 2-1. 𝜃 denotes
d
th
he
p
parameterss of a neurral network
k and 𝑔 deenotes the gradient. T
The hyperrparameterrs
o
of the optiimization algorithm are: α, β1,
β β2, and
d γ. All vvector operations arre
ccoordinatew
wise.
T
Table 2-1:

2
2.6

The upd
date rules of severall common
n optimiza
ation algor
rithms

Modell updating with onlin
ne learning
g

S
Since we do
o not know
w the targeet’s location
n in the fo
ollowing fraames in th
he video, we
w
n
need to dea
al with the
e issue of m
model upd
dates: afterr an initiall target mo
odel is buillt
u
using reliab
ble superviision in thee first fram
me, how sho
ould the trracking sysstem exploiit
in
nformation
n in subssequent frrames and
d update the initiaal model along with
h
trracking?
There are
a usually
y two upd
dating meethods in object traacking: offfline visua
al
trracking an
nd online visual
v
track
king. The tracking prrocess can be online (or causal)),
w
which mean
ns only passt and pressent video informatio
on is availaable for pro
ocessing. In
n
th
he case of offline (orr non-causaal) tracking all of the
e video info
formation is
i availablee.
R
Real-time tracking
t
iss the namee given to
o online tracking meethods whiich processs
d
data as it arrives
a
and
d a trackin
ng result is
i generate
ed before tthe next video
v
fram
me
b
becomes avvailable. For
F
interaactive and many oth
her types of appliccations, th
he
trracking meethod need
ds to be reaal-time.
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2
2.6.1

Offlin
ne learning

O
Offline visu
ual trackin
ng approaaches, succh as [39–
–42], assum
me the whole
w
video
sequence has
h
been recorded
d. These approache
es generallly have two stepss:
ccomputing object pro
oposals in each fram
me and then
n computin
ng the opttimal objecct
trrajectory.
In the first
f
step, some pre--trained detectors
d
co
ompute obbject proposals in alll
frrames and
d then form “trackleets” in seq
quential frrames. In the second step, th
he
o
optimal obj
bject trajecctory (or ttrajectoriess for multtiple objeccts) are co
omputed by
b
solving an optimizattion probllem (e.g., the K-sh
hortest patth or min
n-cost flow
w
fo
ormulation
n). Figure 2-9 shows how offlin
ne learning
g can be ussed to track
k objects in
n
p
previously recorded
r
video.
v

F
Figure 2-9:: Offline learning
l
ttracking use
u cases
2
2.6.2

Onlin
ne visual tra
acking

O
Online-learrning perfforms learrning whille tracking. Online--learning can utilizze
feeatures based on the
e status and
d history of
o the targe
et. A typicaal strategy is to creatte
p
positive and
d negative training ssamples acccording to
o the trackiing result history
h
and
th
hen to train a similarrity functio
on for data associatio
on.
Online visual traccking perfforms welll for stream
ming videeos. It starrts trackin
ng
aafter an ob
bject is sp
pecified in the first frame. With
W
an ad
daptive mo
odel, onlin
ne
trrackers ca
an compu
ute updatees as new
w input frrames arriive. Onlin
ne learnin
ng
in
ncreases ro
obustness as the traacker can adjust
a
para
ameters acccording to the inpu
ut
vvideo. How
wever, there
e are manyy challengees that can cause a tra
racker to drrift, such as
a
ch
changes in illumination, scale vvariation, occlusion,
o
blur, fast m
motion, de
eformation
n,
eetc.
The onlly reliable supervisio
on for buiilding a ta
arget modeel is the information
n
w
which the tracking system
s
exttracted in the first frame. Ass the onlin
ne trainin
ng
d
dataset is only
o
collectted based o
on the targ
get’s prediccted positioon, the traccking is no
ot
aalways reliable. If th
he target’ss location as detecte
ed by thee current classifier
c
i
is
im
mprecise, then the sample w
will be noisy and result in a suboptima
al classifieer
u
update. Co
onsequentlly, errors will accu
umulate an
nd cause tracking to drift or
o
faail [43]. Moreover,
M
trackers ssuffer in performan
nce becausse they cannot tak
ke
aadvantage of the many
m
videeos that are
a
readily availablle to imp
prove theiir
p
performancce. Online learning iss usually applied
a
to track
t
real--time video
o (as shown
n
in
n Figure 2-10,
2
the first
f
line) o
or streamiing video with
w
a cerrtain delay
y (shown in
n
F
Figure 2-10
0, the secon
nd line).
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F
Figure 2-10
0: Online learning
l
ttracking us
se cases

2
2.7

Scale Estimation
n

A
Accurate sccale estima
ation of thee target hass a large im
mpact on th
he long-terrm trackin
ng
taask. Theree are prim
marily two reasons why
w
estima
ating the sscale of th
he target is
i
eessential. First,
F
in many
m
appliications, fo
or example
e robotics,, the dista
ance to th
he
taarget is of interest.
In the pin-hole camera m
model [44],, the relattive distan
nce to the target is
i
in
nversely prroportiona
al to the taarget’s size in the ima
age; hencee, we can estimate
e
th
he
scale given information about tthe distance to the target.
t
Seccond, a lot of existin
ng
trracking meethods faill to handlee large-scalle variation
ns in comp
plex image sequencess.
T
The target to
t be track
ked may mo
ove toward
ds or away
y from the ccamera, re
esulting in a
ch
change of scale. The tracker
t
maay lose tracck of its tarrget in such
h a scenariio, when itts
riigid template no lo
onger mattches. Even if succe
essful in ttrack the target, th
he
reesulting bo
ounding bo
ox may be of the wron
ng size.
These problems ca
an be solveed by estim
mating the target’s
t
scaale and the
en rescalin
ng
th
he given sa
ample. A straightforw
ward meth
hod for inco
orporatingg scale estim
mation in a
trracking fra
amework is to evaluaate an app
pearance model
m
at m
multiple ressolutions by
b
p
performing
g an exhausstive scale search. Ho
owever, th
his brute-foorce search
h strategy is
i
ccomputatio
onally demanding and
d computa
ational efficciency is a crucial facctor in realltiime appliccations. Li and Zhu [45] propo
osed a kerrnelized coorrelation translation
fiilter with a multi-ressolution exxtension. After
A
the ta
arget’s cen
nter is foun
nd, one can
in
ndependen
ntly estima
ate the targget’s scale.
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2.8 Literature Survey on benchmarked trackers
In this section we review two existing trackers, Siamese FC [4] and ECO [5], and
summarize their advantages and limits. In Chapter 5 we will evaluate their
performance via experiments to compare with our proposed tracking algorithm.
2.8.1

Fully-convolutional Siamese trackers

Siamese FC [4] is a template-based tracker which achieves good performance with
an offline learned feature extractor.
The detection process of SiamFC is equivalent to computing similarity by sliding
the target model over the search features and outputting the position with the
maximum response. To facilitate fast detection, the Siamese FC tracker utilizes a
fully convolutional feature extractor and a simple inner product to compute the
similarity metric. Therefore, the detection process can be readily implemented via
cross-correlation. Generally, the Siamese network locates a sample image within a
larger search image. The network architecture is based on two identical neural
networks, sharing weights and biases, which receive different inputs. Given two
similar input images, feature vectors extracted at the end of the neural network will
be closer in the output Euclidean space than any non‐similar sample.
Another vital component in the Siamese FC structure is a fully-convolutional
search of the image using a dense and efficient sliding-window evaluation realized
with a bilinear layer that computes the cross-correlation of its two inputs.
In Figure 2-11, 𝑋 denotes the search image, 𝑍 represents the target image
(sample area). Additionally, 𝜑 represents the feature mapping operation, where the
red and blue pixels in the score map identify the similarities for the corresponding
sub-windows. The feature map from the output of 𝜑 , 𝜑(𝑍) , and 𝜑(𝑋) use a
similarity metric 𝑔 to calculate correlation scores. The output is a score map whose
dimension depends on the size of the search image. The similarity function is
computed for all translated sub-windows within the search image.
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F
Figure 2-111: Fully-co
onvolution
nal Siames
se architecture

The Siamese FC network
n
acchieves verry good pe
erformancee in mode
ern trackin
ng
b
benchmark
ks at speed
ds that faar exceed the frame
e-rate requ
quirement. Because a
S
Siamese FC
C network
k searches for the ta
arget using
g templatee matching methodss,
th
here is a possibility
p
ay suddenlly drift wh
hen part off the targeet
that the ttracker ma
m
moves out the boun
ndary of aan image or the tarrget suddeenly move
es. Anotheer
siituation where
w
the Siamese
S
FC
C network does not have
h
good performan
nce is when
n
th
he target is in a clu
uttered baackground or there are a lot of objectss similar in
n
aappearancee to the targ
get.
2
2.8.2

ECO Trackers

D
Discriminattive Correllation Filteer (DCF) based
b
track
king methoods have significantl
s
ly
aadvanced in
n state-of--the-art traacking. Ho
owever, the
e increasin
ngly compllex modelss,
w
with a masssive numb
ber of train
nable para
ameters of DCF trackkers, have introduced
th
he risk of severe
s
overr-fitting an
nd high com
mputation load.
ECO [5]] tracking scheme tackles th
he key cau
uses behin
o
nd the prroblems of
ccomputatio
onal comp
plexity and
d over-fitting in DCF,
D
and shows performancce
mprovemeents conce
erning acccuracy and
d robustne
ess, simulltaneously improvin
ng
im
trracking sp
peed. The ECO traackers ado
opt the re
ecently inttroduced Continuou
C
us
C
Convolution
n Operator Tracker (C-COT) [5], which
h obtained
d the top rank
r
in th
he
reecent VOT
T2016 challlenge [29],, as the basseline apprroach.
The con
nventional DCFs are cconstrained to a single-resolutiion map, which
w
would
p
probably have
h
a coa
arse outpu
ut score fo
or the targ
get’s locattion. C-CO
OT trackerrs
in
ntegrate multi-resolu
m
ution featu
ure maps in the learrning form
mulation to
o solve thiis
p
problem. In
n addition to multi-reesolution fusion,
f
C-C
COT achievves accuratte sub-pixeel
lo
ocalization
n by labeliing the traaining sam
mples with
h sub-pixell precise, continuou
us
cconfidence maps, wh
hich is cru cial in ma
any feature
e point traacking problems [46–
–
4
49]. C-COT
T trackers learn a seet of conv
volution fillters to prroduce a continuous
c
sd
domain co
onfidence map of th
he target as shown
n in Figu
ure 2-12; the C-COT
T
d
discriminattively learn
ns a convo
volution fillter based on a colllection of M trainin
ng
samples, {𝑥
𝑥 } ⊂ 𝜒. Each featuree layer, 𝑥 ∈ 𝑅 , hass an indep
pendent ressolution 𝑁 .
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The feature map is transferred to the continuous spatial domain, 𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝑇), by
introducing an interpolation model, given by the operator 𝐽 :
𝐽 {𝑥 }(𝑡) = ∑

𝑥 [𝑛]𝑏 ( 𝑡 −

𝑛).

(2.14)

where 𝑏 is an interpolation kernel with period T > 0. The resulting 𝐽 {𝑥 } could be
regarded as an interpolated feature layer and viewed as a continuous T-periodic
function. J{x} denotes the entire interpolated feature map, where J{x}(t) ∈ 𝑅 . This
formulation allows a natural integration of multi-resolution feature maps and
enables the model to efficiently exploit available negative data by including all
shifted versions of a training sample.
A continuous T-periodic multi-channel convolution filter𝑓 = (𝑓 . . . 𝑓 ) (on the
second row) is trained to predict detection scores,
𝑆 {𝑥} = 𝑓 ∗ 𝐽{𝑥} = ∑

𝑓 ∗ 𝐽 {𝑥 }.

(2.15)

The scores could be defined in the corresponding image region 𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝑇) of the
feature map 𝑥 ∈ 𝜒(on the third row).
The convolution of single-channel T-periodic functions could be defined as 𝑓 ∗ 𝑔(𝑡) =
𝑓(𝑡 − 𝜏)𝑔(𝜏)𝑑 . As defined in Equation 2.15, the multi-channel convolution f ∗
J{x} is obtained by summing the result of all channels. The filters are learned by
minimizing the objective:
𝐸(𝑓) = ∑

𝑎

𝑆 {𝑥 } − 𝑦

+∑

2 |𝑤𝑓 |

.

(2.16)

The detection score 𝑦 (𝑡) of sample 𝑥 is then set to a periodic repeated
Gaussian function. The data term includes the weighted classification error, given
|𝑔(𝑡)| 𝑑𝜏 , where 𝑎 ≥ 0 is the weight of sample 𝑥 . A
by the 𝐿 −norm |𝑔| =
spatial penalty 𝑤(𝑡)is integrated with regularization to mitigate the drawbacks of
the assumption that the data is periodic while enabling extended spatial
support [50]. This enables sub-pixel accurate information to be incorporated in the
learning.
Advances in C-COT tracking performance are predominantly attributed to
powerful features and sophisticated learning formulations. However, these features
and learning formulations led to substantially larger models, requiring hundreds of
thousands of trainable parameters, introducing severe over-fitting and
computational complexity problems. Representation from high dimensional
features, and updates the filter for every frame would also cause an overfitting
problem and a long tracking latency. This method involves training on a large
number of sample sets. To address these issues, Efficient Convolution Operators
(ECO) proposes a novel formulation based on C-COT trackers. The ECO tracking
scheme is an improved version of C-COT tacking. The C-COT trackers learn a large
number of filters to capture the target.
A factorized convolutional [51] approach is introduced to reduce the number of
parameters in the model. We observed that many of the filters 𝑓 learned in C-COT
contain negligible energy. Moreover, as visualized in Figure 2-12, there are highdimensional deep features. Unfortunately, the filters of C-COT hardly contribute to
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taarget loca
alization; hence,
h
thee training is quite slow. Insttead of learning on
ne
separate fillter for ea
ach featuree channel d, we use
e a smalleer set of basis
b
filterrs
𝑓 , . . . . 𝑓 , wh
here C < D.
D The filteer for featu
ure layer 𝑑 is then coonstructed as a linea
ar
ccombinatio
on ∑ 𝑝 , 𝑓 of the ffilters 𝑓 using
u
a set of learned
d coefficien
nts 𝑝 , . Th
he
ccoefficientss can be represented
r
d as a 𝐷 𝑥 𝐶 matrix,, 𝑃 = 𝑃 , . The ma
atrix-vecto
or
p
product 𝑃 can be regarded as a new multi-cchannel fiilter. The factorized
cconvolution
nal operation is:
𝑆

= 𝑃𝑓
𝑓 ∗ 𝐽{𝑥} = ∑

,

𝑝

,

𝑓 ∗ 𝐽 {𝑥 } = 𝑓 ∗ 𝑃 𝐽{𝑋
𝑋}.

(2.17)

F
Figure 2-12
2: Visualiz
zation of o
our contin
nuous conv
volution o
operator, applied
a
to
a multir
resolution
n deep featture map

Figure 2-13
2
showss the visuaalization of the learn
ned filters correspon
nding to th
he
laast convolu
utional lay
yer in the d
deep network. Figure
e 2-13(a) d
displays all 512 filterrs
𝑓 learned by
b the base
eline C-CO
OT, while Figure
F
2-13
3(b) shows the reduce
ed set of 64
fiilters 𝑓 obtained by ECO’s facctorized fo
ormulation
n. The majjority of th
he baselin
ne
fiilters con
ntain neglligible en
nergy, ind
dicating irrrelevant informatio
on in th
he
ccorrespond
ding featurre layers. T
The factorrized conv
volutional formulatio
on learns a
ccompact seet of discrriminative basis filters with significant
s
energy, achieving
a
a
uction in th
he numberr of parameeters.
raadical redu
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F
Figure 2-13
3: Visualiz
zation of E
ECO’s conttinuous co
onvolution
n operator
r, applied
to a multiresolutiion deep feature
f
ma
ap

ECO usses a Gau
ussian Mixxture Mod
del (GMM
M) to reprresent div
verse targeet
aappearancees. Whenev
ver a new appearancce is found
d during trracking, a new GMM
M
ccomponentt is initialiized. Decleercq and Piater’s
P
on
nline algorrithm [52] is used to
t
u
update the GMM com
mponents. If the max
ximum nu
umber of coomponents exceeds a
liimit, then a GMM co
omponentt with minimum weight is disccarded if itts weight is
i
leess than a threshold value. Oth
herwise, thee two close
est compon
nents are merged
m
intto
o
one component. Thiss approach
h yields a compact
c
ye
et diverse representa
ation of th
he
d
data to redu
uce the risk
k of over-fi
fitting.
As Figure 2-14 sh
hows, the sstandard sa
ampling sttrategy (boottom row
w) populatees
th
he whole training
t
sett with simiilar samplees xj , desp
pite contain
ning almost the sam
me
in
nformation
n. Instead of collectin
ng a new sample
s
in each
e
framee which wo
ould lead to
t
laarge redun
ndancies in the saample set, the ECO
O scheme uses a probabilisti
p
ic
ggenerative model of the samp
ple set that achievess a compaact descrip
ption of th
he
samples by eliminatin
ng redundaancy and enhancing
e
variety,
v
as shown in Figure 2-14
(ttop line).
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F
Figure 2-14
4: Visualiz
zation the training set
s representation iin the base
eline CCOT (bo
ottom row
w) and our
r method (top
(
row).

The keyy differencce in the ccomplexity
y of ECO compared
c
tto C-COT is that th
he
n
number of training
t
sa
amples hass decreased
d.
The stan
ndard app
proach in D
DCF based
d tracking is to updaate the mo
odel in each
h
frrame [22] which ha
as a severre impact on the co
omputatioonal load. Instead of
o
u
updating th
he model continuou
usly every
y frame, ECO
E
uses a sparse
er updatin
ng
scheme, wh
hich is a common practice in
i non-DC
CF trackerrs [53, 54]]. To avoid
eexplicitly deetecting ch
hanges in tthe objectiv
ve and sim
mply updatee the filterr by startin
ng
th
he optimizzation proccess in everry Nth fram
me.
2
2.9

Perforrmance Ev
valuation M
Metric

A critical point
p
is ho
ow to meassure the performanc
p
ce of algorrithms. On
ne common
isssue is wheether the tracking
t
allgorithms are
a evaluated based on the ressults from a
feew sequen
nces with different
d
in
nitial cond
ditions or parameters
p
s. In such a case, th
he
eevaluation results
r
would probab
bly not pro
ovide a com
mplete view
w of these algorithmss.
In
nstead, to analyze th
he perform ance of each algorith
hm we use precision plots based
o
on the locattion error metric
m
and
d success plots based on the oveerlap metriic.
2
2.9.1

Preciision

O
One of thee widely used
u
metriics to evalluate track
king perfoormance iss precision
n.
P
Precision measures
m
how
h
well th
he predicted targets are localizzed by loo
oking at th
he
o
object centeer’s locatio
on error, w
which is thee average Euclidean
E
distance between
b
th
he
ccenter locattions of th
he tracked ttargets and
d the hand
d-clicked laabeled gro
ound truthss.
T
The distancce between
n two boun
nding box centers is the locatiion error. The overalll
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p
performancce of a cerrtain sequeence is sum
mmarized by the avverage centter location
eerror over all the fra
ames. Figurre 2-15(a) shows a red
r bound
ding box de
enoting th
he
gground trutth boundin
ng box (thee rectanglee where the target is actually lo
ocated), th
he
b
blue bound
ding box indicates thee predicted
d area wherre the track
cker locatess the targett.
T
The black line
l
showss the locattion error between the ground
d truth and
d predicted
b
bounding box.
b
Howev
ver, as Figu
ure 2-15(b)) shows, when
w
the traacker losess the targett,
th
he output location
l
ca
an be rando
om, hencee the averag
ge error vaalue may not
n correctlly
m
measure th
he tracking performan
nce [43]. Figure
F
2-17
7(a) shows the precision plots of
o
some bench
hmarked trrackers.

F
Figure 2-15
5: The loca
ation erro
or between
n predicted boundin
ng box (red) and
ground truth (blu
ue) bound
ding box. In
n (b), the llocation error
e
lost
w
the ttracker ha
as drifted.
means when
2..9.2

Succ
cess

Anotherr evaluatio
on metric is the su
uccess. In equation 2.18, 𝑟 denotes
d
th
he
trracked bou
unding bo
ox area (th
he blue bo
ounding bo
ox area in
n Figure 2-16)
2
and 𝑟
d
denotes thee ground truth
t
boun
nding box area
a
(the red
r boundiing box arre in Figurre
2
2-16), the overlap
o
sco
ore, also caalled intersection-ove
er-union (IIoU) (the overlap
o
areea
in
n Figure 2--16), is the overlap arrea in Figu
ure 2-16, is defined ass:
𝐼𝑜𝑈 =

∩
∪

.

(2.18)

w
where ∩ an
nd ∪ denotte the inteersection and
a
union of two aareas respe
ectively. To
T
m
measure th
he perform
mance on a sequencee of framess, the evalu
uation system countts
th
he numberr of successsful framees whose Io
oU is large
er than a ggiven thresshold 𝜏. Th
he
su
uccess plot shows th
he ratio of ssuccessful frames at thresholdss ranging from
f
0 to 1.
1
F
Figure 2-17
7(b) shows the successs plots of some
s
bench
hmarked ttrackers.
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F
Figure 2-16
6: The ove
erlap area between predicted
p
bounding
g box and ground
g
truth bo
ounding b
box. In (b),, the location error lost mean
ns when
the trac
cker has drrifted.

2
2.9.3

OPE

O
One-pass evaluation
e
(OPE) is a conventiional way to evaluatte trackers. OPE run
ns
eeach trackeer during a test sequeence initiallized with the
t ground
d truth loca
ation in th
he
fiirst frame and
a record
ds the averrage precisiion or succcess rate.

F
Figure 2-17
7: (a) Prec
cision plott and (b) success
s
plo
ot over alll the 50 seq
quences
using on
ne-pass ev
valuation (OPE) on the OTB-2
2013 Datas
set. The
top ten trackers cconcernin
ng the rank
king score
es are show
wn in each
h
plot.
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2.10 Video Compression
Compared to other traffic flows such as Web browsing and E-mail, IP video
surveillance streaming has unique characteristics and may impose specific
requirements on the network. Unlike web browsing or file downloading, where data
can be transmitted at any rate, before the playback deadline, video streaming
requires a certain amount of data to be delivered. Hence the surveillance system is
sensitive to variations in bandwidth. Moreover, a bandwidth bottleneck can cause
video packet loss, delay, or jitter, all of which can degrade video quality.
Additionally there is a need to reduce disk storage and to reduce or limit the
bandwidth or bitrate when videos are transmitted over the network.
Video compression could help reduce the required bandwidth and thus more
effectively send video data over a network and stored it on computer disks. In this
project, video compression performance helped set the bandwidth requirements
together with the desired tracking performance. However, improper compression
schemes may cause data loss and add noise to the video. Moreover, the more highly
compressed the video is, the less quality can be retained, and the more degraded
the image usually becomes. Choosing an appropriate compression scheme is
required to achieve not only a significant reduction in file size but also to have little
or no adverse effect on the visual quality. To further enhance the overall bandwidth
utilization, we can dynamically adjust the compression settings before
transmission.
2.10.1 Compression Scheme

We could either use intra-frame compression or inter-frame compression. Both
schemes are summarized in Table 2-2. The main difference between intra-frame
compression or inter-frame compression is the methods of reducing temporal
redundancies. Temporal redundancies are the similarities between frames.
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T
Table 2-2:

Feature
es of intra--frame com
mpression
n and GOP
P compres
ssion

Intra-o
only Com
mpression
n

Int
nter-frame
e/GOP
C
Compres
ssion

C
Compressioon scheme

B
Bit rate savving

Smallerr

Use spatial
correelation only

Greater

Use sp
patial and
temporral
correlaations

P
Process delay

Smaller

1 fraame

Greater

Multip
ple frames

E
Edit easinesss

Easier

fram
me by frame

More
difficult

GOP

E
Error propaagation

Smaller

Max
x 1 frame

Greater

Multip
ple frames

P
Parallel Proocessing

Easier

Fram
me
indep
pendent

More
difficult

GOP independentt

2
2.10.1.1 Intrra-frame cod
ding

In
n intra-fra
ame coding
g, a coded fframe only
y uses inforrmation froom itself. Intra-fram
I
me
p
prediction uses spa
atial depen
ndencies, which im
mplies usin
ng alread
dy encoded
n
neighboring
g sampless for preediction. For
F
examp
ple, MPEG
G-2 explo
oits spatia
al
reedundancyy by dividing a pictu re into sev
veral block
ks and then
n dividing each block
k.
T
The macrob
blocks go through ssome proceessing, the
e effect of which is to
t decreasse
ccolor inform
mation, wh
hile mainttaining briightness in
nformation
n. In most still imag
ge
on, the ima
age is bro
oken up in
nto squaress, called m
macroblock
ks, typicallly
ccompressio
8
8x8 pixels or
o 16x16 piixels. A fraame coded using only
y intra-fram
me coding is called an
I--frame. Th
he intra-frrame codin
ng techniq
que is limited to proocessing viideo within
n
o
only one vid
deo frame..
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2
2.10.1.2 GOP
P Coding

M
Many cameeras used in
i video su
urveillancee security application
ns are fixe
ed camerass,
h
hence in th
he camera’s field of view, the only thing
g changingg is passin
ng vehicless,
w
walking peeople, etc.. The maj
ajority of the scene
e in each frame is the sam
me
in
nformation
n (the bacckground). Inter-fram
me coding
g techniquees take ad
dvantage of
o
th
his fact an
nd only perriodically ttransmit th
he backgro
ound inforrmation. As
A shown in
F
Figure 2-18
8, the video stream cconsists off a referen
nce frame, coded as an I-framee.
T
These referrence I-fra
ames contaain the en
ntire image informat
ation and are
a created
d
during inteer-frame co
oding. Add
ditionally, there are delta fram
mes which are encod
de
o
only the inccremental differencees between
n key frame
es (which are all enccoded as an
n
I--frame). We
W refer to
t the fram
mes with changes as
a P or B frames. An
A I-fram
me
fo
ollowed wiith a seque
ence of P and B fram
mes is refe
erred to ass a Group of Picturees
(G
GOP). Eveery GOP in an encodeed video sttream can be regardeed as a local tempora
al
w
window. Th
he I-frame in a GOP representts an ancho
or frame, aand the P-frames and
B
B-frames in
n that GO
OP are thee motion residuals of the corrrespondin
ng I-framee.
F
Figure 2-18
8 shows an
n examplee of how GOP
G
comp
pression w
works. The longer th
he
leength of th
he GOP, th
he fewer I--frames wiill be prese
ent in the sstream, wh
hich lowerrs
th
he bitrate. A fixed lo
ocal tempo ral window
w cannot guarantee
g
ggood visua
al quality of
o
aall videos with
w varying
g levels of motion.

F
Figure 2-18
8: MPEG4
4 or H.264
4 transmits
s an I Fram
me, contaiining the full
f
scene..
After th
he I Frame
e only chan
nges are sent until tthe next I Frame.

Figure 2-19
2
showss an examp
ple of the GOP struccture for d
different GO
OP lengthss.
E
Every inpu
ut GOP beg
gins with an I-fram
me. This fra
ame is proocessed an
nd encoded
u
using the fo
ollowing steps:
1. Intra-fra
ame encodiing of the II-frame, th
he encoded I-frame iss stored in the
referencee frame me
emory as a past referrence.
2
2. Inter-fra
ame encodiing computtes a P-fram
me and sto
ores in the reference frame
memory as a future
e referencee after bein
ng encoded
d.
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3
3. Sequenttial inter-frrame encod
ding of thee B-frames (between tthe two refferences
frames) is
i directly output,
o
ratther than stored.
s
4
4. If the cu
urrent fram
me is a P-fraame, then the future reference picture of Step 2
becomes the past re
eference frrame and the
t processs returns too Step 2.
5
5. If the GO
OP ends, th
he encodingg process will
w restartt with Step 1.

F
Figure 2-19
9: An exam
mple of GO
OP structu
ure regard
ding to diffferent GOP length
2
2.10.2 Comp
pression CO
ODEC

T
There is some advancced CODE Cs (encodeer +decode
er), such aas mpeg4, H.264, and
H
H.264. Com
mpressing video witth these CODECs
C
can
c
achievve outstanding visua
al
q
quality for use
u with trracking task
ks operatin
ng over a liimited ban
ndwidth ne
etwork.
A video encoder has
h three stteps: Pred
diction, Tra
ansformatiion and Qu
uantization
n,
aand Encod
ding. A video decod
der also performs
p
three
t
step
ps: decodin
ng, inversse
trransformation, and reconstruct
r
tion. A typ
pical video CODEC is shown Fig
gure 2-20.

F
Figure 2-20
0: H.264 video
v
codiing and de
ecoding pr
rocess

Video co
ompression
n technolo
ogies can decrease
d
an
nd discard redundantt video datta
so that dig
gital video data can be effectively sent over a nettwork and
d stored on
n
ccomputer disks.
d
Toda
ay a large reduction in file sto
orage size ccan be ach
hieved with
h
liittle or no adverse efffect on vi sual qualitty when effficient com
mpression techniquees
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are applied. Video analysis applications usually employ pixel domain processing,
hence there is a high computational load to carry out complex video processing.
Hence, compressed video has attracted attention as it can potentially decrease both
the computational complexity and transmission time.
A tracking system today is likely to use one or more of three different video
standards: MPEG4, H.264, and H.265. These three different standards utilize
various methods of reducing the amount of redundancy in the data and the result
data streams differ in bitrate, quality, and latency. The ultimate goal of a video
CODEC is to compress a video sequence using fewer bits while maintaining high
fidelity.
2.10.2.1 MPEG-4

For video formats such as MPEG4, motion vectors are used in compression to
reduce the transmission and storage requirement [55]. MPEG4 obtains its high
compression rate by collecting only the changes from one frame to another, instead
of transmitting each entire frame. The positional information records a pixel’s
source coordinates and destination coordinates between two consecutive frames.
This is also called optical flow. The video information is later encoded with a
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT).
2.10.2.2 H.264

H.264 is a standard CODEC which utilizes more advanced compression methods
than MPEG-4. H.264 has a high compression rate and is about 1.5 to 2 times more
efficient than MPEG-4 encoding. The image quality is also better than with basic
MPEG-4. H.264 requires a lower bit-rate for network transmission than MPEG4 [56], thus much less network bandwidth and storage space are needed for a
H.264 video file than for a MPEG-4 video file.
However, as H.264 coding is a lossy compression technique and there are many
losses due to the quantization of the transform coefficients from the DCT. This
quantization factor and the different prediction methods used in H.264 give rise to
artifacts such as blocking, ringing, and blurring.
2.10.2.3 H.265

The most current encoding standard is the H26* family called High-Efficiency
Video Coding (HEVC, such as H.265). H.265 maintains the video quality of H264
while using half the number of bits and has higher resolution support and greater
bit depths. Additionally, 3D support has recently been added to H.265 with the
intention of supporting computer generated graphics.
2.10.3 Compression Rate Control modes

A bitrate is quantified by using the volume of data needed to encode a second of
video. When the bitrate decreases, the compressor is more tolerant of errors and
more artifacts appear in the decoded video. In contrast, increasing the bitrate
enables higher image quality in the decoded video. From a streaming perspective,
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th
he higher the bitratte, the higgher the quality,
q
bu
ut the morre bandwiidth that is
i
reequired[57
7].
The num
mber of biits producced when encoding
e
a video is not consta
ant [58], as
a
vvariations in
i motion and detaail cause th
he bitrate to vary iff all of th
he encodin
ng
p
parameterss remain unchanged
u
d. Many application
a
ns require a consta
ant or nea
ar
cconstant bit
b rate, while
w
som
me applica
ations nee
ed a con
nstant ima
age qualitty
th
hroughoutt the entire
e video. Ho
owever, th
he latter ca
ase may leaad to frequ
uent bitratte
ch
changes du
uring transsmission. R
Rate contrrol is used to ensuree the coded
d bitstream
m
ccan be tran
nsmitted su
uccessfullyy and mak
ke full use of the lim
mited bandw
width. As a
cconsequencce, a proper rate co
ontrol scheeme is usu
ually recom
mmended by a videeo
ccoding stan
ndard.
In this project, three
t
diffeerent rate control modes
m
willl later be
e tested in
cconjunction
n with vide
eo compreession: Con
nstant Bitrrate (CBR)) and Varia
able Bitratte
VBR) with
h 1 or 2 passes.
(V
2
2.10.3.1 CBR
R Encoding
g

C
CBR encod
ding mainta
ains a con
nstant bitra
ate through
hout the w
whole video
o stream or
o
cl
clip. CBR encoding
e
does
d
not op
ptimize meedia files for
f quality but will save storag
ge
sp
pace. CBR
R is only su
uitable if tthe video contains a similar leevel of mo
otion for itts
eentire dura
ation. CBR
R producess good qua
ality in fra
ames with
h less motiion but th
he
im
mage qualiity degrade
es in framees with mo
ore quick an
nd compleex motion [59].
[
Figurre
2
2-21 showss how the bitrate
b
maaintains constant when the com
mplexity off the imag
ge
frrames are changing under
u
CBR
R mode (sh
hown as a black
b
line).

F
Figure 2-211: CBR ver
rsus VBR iin video encoding
e
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2.10.3.2 VBR Encoding

VBR aims to maintain a constant level of image quality via setting a higher bitrate
for frames with a complex scene and fast motion. VBR supports setting a maximum
and minimum bitrate. However, VBR takes more time to encode, and some
hardware may not be compatible with VBR data. VBR may also have problems with
streaming media, since when the instant bitrate exceeds the available data rate of
the communications path some of the data will be dropped (or need to be
retransmitted). Figure 2-21 shows a comparison of output bitrate of a compressed
video under the VBR mode (shown as a red line) versus the CBR mode. VBR can be
generated with 1-pass encoding or 2-pass encoding.
In 1-pass encoding VBR does the analysis and compression process in one pass.
While 1-pass VBR is time efficient, 1-pass VBR should be applied when the
encoding delay is most strictly bounded; for example, when doing real-time
encoding. Overall, 1-pass VBR encoding is usually controlled by a fixed quality
setting or by the average bitrate setting.
In contrast, 2-pass VBR analyzes the characteristics of frames during a first
pass. Then in the second pass, VBR encodes the picture by allocating the lowest
possible bitrate to support the detected characteristics. Compared to 1-pass VBR at
the same maximum bitrate setting, 2-pass VBR usually generates a smaller file size
and better image quality output, but requires a longer processing time. This mode
also allows better output size targeting and is recommended when the output size is
constrained.
2.10.4 GOP Control

The main advantage of employing a long GOP length during compression is to
minimize bandwidth consumption (reduce bitrate) and minimize storage space for
a given frame rate. Longer GOP length means fewer I-frames will exist in the video.
This is important because every I-frame occupies more bits than the other types of
frames. Therefore, the longer the GOP, the smaller the size of the video in bits, and
less disk space and bandwidth it occupies. This is especially useful in video scenes
with low motion complexity. As expected, GOP length may influence the video
quality. Different GOP lengths and structures determine different allocations of
each type of frame and produce compressed videos with different image quality.
Different applications can have different GOP requirements. Proper use of GOP
length can result in both better quality and a higher compression ratio [60].
2.10.5 FFmpeg

In this project, the system will compress the videos using the Fast Forward Motion
Pictures Expert Group (FFmpeg) tool. FFmpeg is one of the most used libraries for
video encoding and decoding. It supports streaming of both local and remote
files/streams. FFmpeg comes with a command line tool which offers a complete,
cross-platform solution to record, convert, and stream audio and video. FFmpeg
supports decoding of more than 90 media formats [61].
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Users ca
an either quickly
q
traanscode video clips with
w
minim
mal option
ns or utilizze
m
more advan
nced optim
mizations d
depending on
o their ne
eeds. FFmp
peg breakss the stream
m
in
nto individ
dual decod
ded framess and then repackage
es them in a new format (which
h
iss a commo
on file form
mat accessib
ble by a wiide range of
o devices)..
In mostt cases, to stream vid
deo on useers' devicess FFmpeg encodes and decodees
reeal-time viideo sent via
v the Intternet. FF
Fmpeg can also be ussed to com
mbine videeo
aand audio files
f
and ap
pply variou
us filters to
o improve or modifyy the outpu
ut video filee.
A
An advanta
age of using
g FFmpeg instead off directly using
u
the C
CODECs th
hemselves is
i
th
hat FFmpeeg supportts multiplee outputs with
w
one in
nput. Thiss will outpu
ut differen
nt
ccompressed
d file with various b
bitrate, ratee control mode,
m
GOP
P size from
m the sam
me
source at one time,, which w
would help
p saving time
t
in th
his projecct. Anotheer
siignificant advantage
e of FFmpeeg is that it
i is availab
ble on maany operatiing system
ms
aand is added in som
me OS by d
default. It could be downloadeed from th
he FFmpeeg
w
website or via most package
p
m
managers. Figure
F
2-22
2 shows a flowchart of FFmpeeg
trranscoding
g.

F
Figure 2-22
2: FFmpeg
g transcod
ding high-llevel flowc
chart

2
2.11 Summ
mary
A summarry of the study metthods is listed
l
in Table
T
2-3 and a su
ummary of
o
ccompressio
on methodss is given in
n Table 2-4
4.
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T
Table 2-3:

Summa
ary on traccking meth
hods
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Table 2-4:

Summary of compression methods

Different Codec

H.265, H.264 and MPEG4 has different output
image quality and compression latency.

Different
Bitrate

Higher bitrate may give higher Lower bitrate may give lower image quality,
but if a too high bitrate is allocated, it may cause bandwidth wasting and
not improve output image quality.

Different Rate
Control Mode

VBR
1.

Output video has constant
image quality.
2. Output video has variable
bitrate.

Inter-frame
compress and
Intra-frame
(GOP)
compression

CBR
1.

Output video has constant
bitrate.
2. Output video has constant image
quality.

Inter-frame
1.

Each frame is encoded
independently.
2. Bitrate costing.

Intra-frame (GOP)
1.

Encoding frames with spatial
and temporal correlations.
2. Bitrate saving.
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3 Proposed Methodologies and Methods
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the research method used
in this thesis. Section 3.1 describes the research process. Section 3.2 details the
research paradigm. Section 3.3 focuses on the data collection techniques used for
this research. Section 3.4 describes the experimental design. Section 3.5 explains
the method used for data analysis. Finally, Section 3.6 describes the framework
selected to evaluate tracking performance and compression performance.
3.1

Research Process

In the chapter 2, various methods of tracking listed and studied, different methods
work well in the different scenes. Table 3-1 shows the methods we choose to
implement the tracker in our application scenarios. Figure 3-1 shows the steps
conducted to carry out this research.
Table 3-1:

Methods are chosen to implement the tracking system &reasons

Process
Feature Extraction

Proposed Methods
Feature from Pretrained - VGG-16

Feature trained from scratch.

Chosen method: Feature from Pretrained - VGG-16
Reason: The dataset is not large enough to extract the feature map from scratch, and the
tracker is prepared to do real-time tracking in future, extract feature map from scratch is too
time costing for that case.
Classification Model
Discriminative model or Generative model
Chosen method: Discriminative model
Reason: The tracking system needs to detect and track multi-target which has very a
similar appearance. The tracker needs to consider background information to distinguish
the tiny difference between the target needs to be tracked, and other targets have similar
features.
Model updating
Online learning
Offline learning
methods
Chosen method: Online learning
Reason: Since the tracking system is prepared for real-time use in the future. The

tracker only knows the labeled data of t
he first frame in each clip. Targets in the video are keeping moving and change
appearances in the view of cameras. The tracking model would get drifted if only
trained by the labeled data in the first frame.
To deal target scale
size change

Evaluate the appearance models by
performing an exhaustive scale search

kernelized correlation
translation filter with
multi-resolution
extension
Chosen method: Improved kernelized correlation translation filter with multiresolution extension
Reason: Since the tracking system is prepared for real-time use in the future.

Brute-force scale search is too time costing.
To catch big appearance
change.

Spatial Residual Network
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F
Figure 3-1:: Steps co
onducted tto carry ou
ut this res
search

3
3.2

Resea
arch Paradiigm

The reseearch paradigm (show
wn in Figu
ure 3-2 serrves as a m
model and guide
g
which
h
d
describes and
a
illustrrates how the variab
bles are treated in the study
y. The onlly
laabelled sen
nt to the trracking mo
odel as inp
put is the lo
ocation of the targett in the firsst
frrame, mod
del would predict
p
thee location of
o the targe
et in the neext frame. It serves as
a
aanother lab
belled input data for tthe future frame.
f

F
Figure 3-2:: Researc
ch Paradig
gm
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3.3

Data Collection

The Dataset should provide a set which can reasonably describe the real-world
scenarios of the application, i.e., occlusion, rotation, illumination changes,
interference, etc. The system builds a tracking dataset with 29 fully annotated
sequences from the real-scene in pigsty to facilitate tracking evaluation. This
benchmark includes the results from 29 test sequences and 56 trackers
corresponding ground truth backgrounds. Video data are captured by a fixed
camera, pigs are surrounded with weeds and iron fence, and frames are sampled at
30 FPS.
3.3.1

Sampling

The tracker in our project use dense sampling. In dense sampling, sample local
patches using a sliding window, all samples can be aligned into a circulant matrix.
The circulant matrix can then be converted into a diagonal matrix in the Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT), which can significantly improve the computation speed
of the tracking model. y, sample labels obey single-centered Gaussian distribution,
which means that the center of the distribution corresponds to the real target.
Briefly, dense sampling is to select all the possible local patches from the images
by a fixed-size sliding window. In this project, the patches should be sampled pixel
by pixel of the image, meaning that the sliding step size is set to be 1 pixel.
3.4

Experimental design/Planned Measurements

This project will conduct a step by step experiment to measure if all the chosen
methods are effective. 1. A simple tracker with using VGG-16 to extract feature map
and online learning would be evaluated first. 2. Next, a tracker with a spatial
residual network would be evaluated. 3. The same tracker both in step 2 and step 3
with scale estimation method would be tested and evaluated to see if scale
estimation performs well. 4. At last, a tracker with deeper layers DCF would be
evaluated. All the trackers would be compared together to see if the proposed
method works well.
To find the best compression method, the following experiments would be
conducted. 1. To find an optimal codec to compress video, this project would
evaluate the tracking performance videos compressed by three different codecs
(H.264, H.265, MPEG4). 2. To figure out the bitrate threshold for the compressed
video to get the similar tracking performance, tracking performance with videos
compressed with optimal codec but different bitrates would be evaluated. 3. This
project would use 1-pass VBR, 2-pass VBR and CBR mode to compress the videos
and compare the output bitrate and tracking performance of the compressed
videos. 4. This project will test the bitrate consumption and tracking performance
of the compressed videos regarding different GOP length to find the optimal GOP
length for our tracking system.
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3.4.1

Test model

For optimization, we set the max epoch for the network for 700 epochs, epoch
would be early stopped if lose value less than the thresh0ld. The test model use
Adam as optimizer with learning rate 10-4. After the initial training, the parameters
at the last epoch are saved. We implemented the network using Keras.
3.4.2

Hardware/Software to be used

This project use Bitrate Viewer* to captures the instant bitrate in the compressed
video. Bit Viewer is a simple but useful application for viewing the sequence of the
video file.
3.5

Planned Data Processing and Analysis Techniques

The tracking system is built with some python library for handling and processing
images. Those libraries used for reading images, converting and scaling images,
computing derivatives, plotting or saving results, and so on.
•

Load and read the image:

The Python Imaging Library (PIL): PIL †provides image handling and lots of basic
image operations like resizing, cropping, rotating, color conversion and much
more. The tracker uses PIL which can read images from most formats and write to
the most common ones.
•

Converted image to NumPy array:

NumPy is a package usually used for scientific computing with Python. NumPy
contains some useful concepts such as array objects (for representing vectors,
matrices, images and much more) and linear algebra functions. When tracker
loaded frame images, frame images need to be converted to NumPy array objects.
Arrays in NumPy are multi-dimensional and can represent vectors, matrices, and
images.
•

Gaussian map generation:

The tracker generates the label (3 dimensional Gaussian map) of input with
Scipy‡. SciPy is an open-source package for mathematics that builds on NumPy
and provides efficient routines for some operations, including numerical
integration, optimization, statistics, signal processing, image processing.
•

Data analysis visualization

When working with mathematics and, Matplotlib§ is a graphics library with a lot
of powerful features. Matplotlib produces high-quality figures with plotting graphs
or drawing points, lines and curves on images. The tracker uses Matplotlib to plot
Bitrate Viewer Download Page: https://www.videohelp.com/software/Bitrate-Viewer-2
PIL is free and available from http://www.pythonware.com/products/pil/.
‡ SciPy is free and available at http://scipy.org/
§ Matplotlib is open source and available freely from http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/
*
†
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overall tracking performance. Matplotlib also used to plots x and y-axis of the
frame image in pixels which would help the tracker to find the coordinate of the
target in the tracking systems.
•

Object serialization

This project uses the Pickle module to save tracking result, tracker save tracking
result as .csv file, then .csv file is converted to pickle.
Pickle* could take almost any object and convert it to a string representation. Pickle
saves some results or data for later use. The process transforms an object to pickle
refers to pickling. Rebuilding the object from the string is called unpickling. The
idea is that this character stream contains all the information necessary to
reconstruct the object in another python script. This string can then be easily
stored or transmitted.
3.6

Evaluation framework

To establish a reasonable estimate of the performance of our implemented the
proposal we need a framework such that we can evaluate our results.
3.6.1

Ground truth

The tracking system has utilized the ground truth as one method of quality
measure. The true results in the chosen video sequences manually annotated. The
tracking system defined the ground truth to be a bounding box around the target of
interest. With four variables, denoted by {x, y, w, h}. {x, y} is the location of the
target center, and {w, h} represents the corresponding width and length of the
bounding box. Accordingly, the coordinates of the target are represented as {x 0.5w, y - 0.5h, x + 0.5w, y+0.5h} as Figure 3-3 shows. For the manual annotation, a
tool which allows to manually draw the ground truth box for every frame in a video
sequence is given. The ground truth is compared to the tracker output using an
evaluation score.

*

Pickle module documentation page http://docs.python.org/library/pickle.html#module-pickle
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4 Data set and Implementation
In this chapter, we introduce the implementation details of the tracking system and
present different compression methods to affect both tracking performance and
networking resource utilization.
4.1

Video data annotation

In the context of detection and tracking systems, creating and utilizing common
data sets of annotated videos are necessary for two reasons: it enables an accurate
quantitative comparison between different systems and it helps to find the optimal
parameter settings for a given system in various scenarios.
4.1.1

Annotation settings

The data is from raw surveillance video footage from overhead cameras. As Table
4-1 shows, the video sequences have 14 clips to annotate with about 1800 frames at
a frame rate at 30 frames per second (FPS). The number of targets that needs to be
tracked in each frame varies from 1 to 8*. The tracker would not track targets which
get occluded with each other in most cases. The tracker will not detect and track all
pigs in the scene, some of the pigs turn around very fast and get occluded with each
other in most of the frames in the clip. This case is out of scope for the base
proposed tracking system so far. All the targets in the video are annotated using a
single yellow square bounding box with a target ID in it. The corners of the
bounding box were hand-clicked and carefully validated as Figure 4-1 shows. Table
4-1 shows detailed information about the annotation settings for each of the video
clips.
Table 4-1:

Annotation Settings

Scene

A number of pigs ranging from 1 to 8 moving in a fence

Resolution

1920x1080

Number of clips

14

Duration per clip

1minute

Frames per clip

About 1800

Frame rate

30FPS

Note that we do not track all pigs in the scene, as some of pigs turn around very fast and are
occluded by others in most of the frames in the clip. We do not try to track those pigs and consider
tracking of them out of the scope-of this project.

*
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4.1.2.3

Start and end of trajectories

Each target should be annotated through occlusions as long as the target’s extent
and location can be determined accurately enough * . The annotation should be
terminated if a target becomes completely occluded in the middle of the sequence
and does not become visible later. If a target reappears after a prolonged period of
occlusion, it will be re-annotated with a new ID.
4.2

Implementation Details

Detail information about the implementation steps based on the theoretical
background in Chapter 2 will be given in the following subsections.
4.2.1

Feature extraction

First, we load the VGG-16 [2] model with pre-trained weights. Next, we load the
video image of every frame as pixel data and prepare it to be presented to the
network. The pixels are converted to a NumPy array so that we can work with it in
Keras†. To provide an image array in the format the VGG-16 model requires, every
image frame is converted to a 3D array of numbers, 𝑊 × 𝐻 × 3, where 𝑊 represents
the width of the image, 𝐻 represents the height of the image, and 3 is the number of
RGB channels with the pixel’s color component values. The network expects one or
more images as input; thus the input array needs to be 4-dimensional, i.e., samples,
rows, columns, and channels. As we only have one sample (one image) in each
feature extraction step, the input data of VGG-16 will be 1 × 𝑊 × 𝐻 × 3. Figure 4-2
illustrates the architecture of VGG-16 whose input layer takes an image array of
size 1920 × 1080 × 3) and whose output layer is a predicted feature map of size
(120 × 67.5 × 512), Both width and height scales to 16 times smaller than the
original image array size. From the input layer to the last layer is the feature
extraction part of the model. The weights from Block 1 to Block 4 in VGG-16 are
frozen.

†

Keras : https://keras.io/
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4.3.4

Tracking pipeline

Our tracking pipeline includes four steps: Feature extraction, Model initialization,
Scale estimation, and Track the target model update.
In the first frame, we train a model with the image patch at the initial position
of the target. For each new frame, we detect targets over the patch at the previous
position, and the target position is updated to the one that yielded the maximum
value. Finally, we train a new model with the target in the new position. The outline
of the tracking pipeline is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Alogrithm1: DCF with online tracking
Input:
x: training image patch, W × H × 3 (w: width of the frame image, h: height of frame image, 3: RGB
colour channels)
y: regression target, Gaussian-shaped, W × H x 3
Output
responses: detection score for each location, W x H
Initialization Step:

Send the labelled data (𝑋 : feature map of the first frame generated from VGG16, 𝑌 : Responding Gaussian-shaped regression map of the first frame has a peak
value locates on the target centre) to initialize the model.
Updating Step:
Repeat
// feature extraction

Send each frame into the VGG-16network to extract the convolutional features
𝑋 , 𝑡𝜖(1, 𝑛 − 1), 𝑛 is the total number of frames in a certain clip.
//Track the target:

Search for the target location (𝑊 , 𝐻 ) in each frame via sending the feature map
𝑋 of each frame, which locates in the corresponding Gaussian-shaped regression
map𝑌 has a peak value.
//Scale Estimation:

Each time a new frame comes, windows with different sizes are cropped around
the previous position, those search windows would be sent to the model to generate
different response maps.
The search windows with corresponding confidence maps can be obtained, we
will choose the window has maximum peak value would be selected as (𝑊 , 𝐻 ).
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We
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scale
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size
using
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)
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is the size the of the optimal

//Update the model

After finding the location of the target in the 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 , send the labelled data of
𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 (𝑋 : Feature map of each target. 𝑌 : regression map which indicates the
position of the target in frame) to DCF to update the model.
End
Until end of the video frame;

4.4 Implementation of experiments
The experimental setup of our project is described in the following subsections.
4.4.1

Experiment environment

This section describes the experimental environment of our study. The tracking
system is implemented with the use of TensorFlow*, which is an open source library
by Google for use on Linux and Mac OS in Machine Learning. All experiment were
performed on the environment shown in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2:

System Details

Memory

50.0GiB

Processor

Intel Xeon® CPU E5-1650 V4 @ 3.60GHz x 12

System Type

64-bit OS

Graphics

GeForce GTX 1080Ti/PCIe/SSE2

Disk

500.0GB

4.4.2

Experiment details

Several experiments were done to evaluate the proposed tracking algorithms when
the proposed spatial residual network and scale estimation method is applied.
Additionally, we test and compare the tracking performance of our tracker when
the DCF is composed of shallow layers and deep layers.
*

TensorFlow. [Online]. Available: https://www.tensorflow.org/
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To find the optimal compression method which achieves a good balance
between tracking performance and network utilization, we evaluated the tracking
performance after videos were compressed with different compression parameters.
We use OPE for the evaluation of trackers in the experiment. The one-pass
evaluation (OPE) is to evaluate trackers with running them throughout a test
sequence with initialization from the ground truth position in the first frame and
report the average precision or success rate. The precision plot shows the average
of precisions on all sequences. The higher the slope of the precision curve, the
better the tracking algorithm. The success plot shows the average success plotted
over all the sequences. The greater the area under the success curve, the better the
tracking algorithm. We have compared the tracking performance of our tracking
with two benchmarked trackers: Fully-convolutional Siamese FC [4] and ECO [5].
4.4.2.1

Evaluating the tracking algorithms

The experiment performed multiple tests with different model structure and
improving methods for our proposed tracking algorithm. The most accurate
structure and method found was used in further experiments as described in
Section
4.4.2.2. Test the effect of spatial residual network
To compare DCF tracking performance between the DCF formulated with and
without the spatial residual network. We designed two DCFs as shown in Figure
4-7. The tracking performances of these two different DCFs will be evaluated and
compared.
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To make the shapes match as needed and equal on every side of the input map, we
introduced zero padding in each layer.
As Figure 4-7 (b) shows, the second DCF extends the structure of the first DCF
with a spatial residual layer is added to capture appearance changes. The spatial
residual layers are composed of 7 2D convolution layers with (3×3) kernel size.
Each Conv2D layer has a filter with a size 64×64, 32×32,16×16, 8×8, 4×4 and 1×1,
a stride of size =1 respectively. ReLu and zero padding are also applied in each
Conv2D layer. A batch normalization layer is added after each Conv layer.
4.4.2.1.1

Test the effect of scale estimation

To test whether the overall tracking performance is improved or not when our
proposed scale estimation method is applied, the tracking performance of the DCFs
shown in Figure 4-7 are evaluated and compared when the proposed scale
estimation method is applied and not applied.
4.4.2.1.2

Compare the effect of deep convolutional layers and shallow convolutional layers

To compare the tracking performance of DCFs composed of shallow convolutional
layers and deep convolutional layers, the tracking performance between the DCFs
with deep layers and shallow layers (as shown in Figure 4-8) are compared. The
DCF in Figure 4-8 (a) is the same DCF shown in Figure 4-7 (a). The DCF shown in
Figure 4-8 (b) has a small difference from the DCF in Figure 4-8 (a), instead of
stacking three Conv2D layers, it only has 2 Conv2D layers with filter size 16×16 and
1×1 respectively.
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4.4.2.2.1

Test the impact of different compression CODEC

Different CODECs utilize various prediction methods on each image frame, which
means different CODEC produce different image quality and file sizes after
compression.
The first experiment evaluates tracking performance with the video from three
different CODECs with the same constant bitrate requirement. The results are
shown in Table 4-3. An optimal CODEC would make the videos that have the best
tracking performance after compression.
Table 4-3:

CODEC
H.265,
H.264,
MPEG4
4.4.2.2.2

Compression settings regarding different CODECs, with CBR rate
control mode, a GOP size of 70, a target bitrate of 2.5Mbps, a
buffer size of 1MB, a resolution of 1920x1080, at 30 FPS, in MP4
containers

Rate
Control
Mode
CBR

GOP
Size
70

Target
Bitrate
(Mbps)

Buffer
size
(MB)

FPS

2.5

1

30

Resolution
1920x1080

Container
MP4

Test the impact of different compression bit rate

More compression errors will appear in the video if we continue to decrease the
bitrate in order to minimize the use of network resources. In this experiment we
see how the bitrate of compressed videos influences tracking performance and if we
can achieve a suitable balance between network utilization and good data quality
for the video tracking task. We evaluate the tracking performance after the videos
have been compressed with various bitrates.
This experiment applied the optimal CODEC found in the previous experiment
(reported in Section 4.4.2.2.1) to compress the video with bitrates of 2.5 Mbps,
2.0 Mbps, 1.0 Mps, 0.5 Mbps, and 0.1 Mbps respectively. Table 4-4 shows the
compression setting details.
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Table 4-4:

Compression setting regarding to different bitrate

Target Bit
Rate
(Mbps)

Rate Control
Mode

GOP
Size

2.5, 2.0, 1,0, 1-Pass VBR
0.5, 0.1
4.4.2.2.3

Buffer
Size
(MB)

70

1

FPS

Resolution

Container

1920x1080 MP4

30

Test the impact of different compression rate-control modes

Different rate control modes may have a vast difference in their effect on our video
data.
Table 4-5:

Compression setting for different rate control modes

Rate Control
Mode

Average
bitrate
(Mbps)

Max
bitrate
(Mbps)

GOP
Size

Buffer
size
(MB)

FPS

Resolution

Container

2

2.0

70

1

30

1920x1080

MP4

CBR, 1-Pass
VBR, 2-Pass
VBR
4.4.2.2.4

Test the impact of different compression GOP length

Different GOP lengths may lead to different output bitrates and image quality of
the compressed videos. This experiment aims to find the optimal distance between
I-frames in order to maximize the coding efficiency/bandwidth utilization and
minimize the quality distortion due to error propagation for tracking purposes. In
this experiment, we test several GOP lengths with H.265 video, compare the videos'
tracking performance and instantaneous bitrate. The GOP sizes we test range from
20 to 100, increased by ten at each step. The GOP length which provides the best
tracking performance and lowest output bitrate would be the optimal GOP length.
Table 4-6 shows the compression settings.
Table 4-6:

Compression setting regarding different GOP sizes

GOP
Size

CODE
C

20, 30,
40, 50,
60, 70,
80, 90,
100

H.265

Rate
Control
Mode
1-Pass
VBR

Average
Bitrate
(Mbps)
2

Maximu
m Bitrate
(Mbps)

Buffer
Size
(MB)

2.5

1

Resolu
tion

Contai
ner

1920 X
1080

MP4
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5 Experriment Re
esults an
nd Discu
ussion
In
n the previious chapter, we coveered the deetails for th
he experim
ments. In th
his chapterr,
w
we will show
w our resu
ults togetheer with a diiscussion on
o what inssights they
y provide.
5
5.1

Evaluate trackin
ng algorithm
ms

B
Besides using DCF wh
hich have shown exccellent perfformance iin many ap
pplicationss,
w
we apply residual
r
network an
nd scale estimation
e
methods to improv
ve trackin
ng
p
performancce. We testt the effectt of both methods
m
via
a experimeents. Addittionally, we
w
ccompare th
he tracking
g perform
mance of DCFs
D
using
g both shaallow and deep Con
nv
laayers.
5
5.1.1

The effect
e
of spa
atial residua
al network

In
n this experiment, we
w proposeed to find out wheth
her the spaatial residu
ual networrk
im
mproves th
he tracking
g performaance.
We com
mpared ou
ur tracker when thee residual network is applied
d (structurre
illlustrated in
i Figure 4-7
4 (a)) and
d not appliied (structu
ure illustraated in Figu
ure 4-7 (b)))
aagainst thee benchma
arked tracckers: Siam
mese FC and ECO.. The resu
ults of thiis
eexperimentt are pressented in Figure 5--1 and Fig
gure 5-2. Figure 5--1 shows a
screenshot of the traccking resultt between trackers without
w
the residual network
n
and
w
with the reesidual nettwork betw
ween two successive
s
frames. In
n Figure 5-2
5 the blu
ue
liine is the tracking performan
nce of EC
CO and th
he orange line is th
he trackin
ng
p
performancce of Siame
ese FC. Th
he green lin
ne shows th
he perform
mance of th
he proposed
trracker with
h the resid
dual netwo
ork, and th
he red line
e shows th
he perform
mance of th
he
trracker with
hout the re
esidual netw
twork.

F
Figure 5-1: Screens
shot of tra
acking resu
ult betwee
en trackerrs without residual
en two suc
network
k and with
h the resid
dual netwo
ork betwee
ccessive
frames (first line : without residual second
s
line
e: withoutt residual))
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F
Figure 5-2:: Success
s and preccision plots of two ba
ase tracke
ers (with residual
r
and with
hout resid
dual)

From Fiigure 5-1 we
w see the DCF with spatial ressidual netw
work track
ks the targeet
b
better on frrame t+1 when
w
there is a sudden big chan
nge in the aappearance
e. Howeverr,
w
we observee in Figure
e 5-2, thatt the overa
all tracking perform
mance of DCFs
D
with a
sp
patial resiidual netw
work is low
wer than those
t
DCF
Fs withoutt the spatiial residua
al
n
network.
This miight occur because w
when the target
t
obje
ects underrgo small appearancce
vvariations, the differe
ence betweeen the ba
ase layer output
o
and
d the grou
und truth is
i
m
minor. Morreover, the
e residual llayers wou
uld have litttle effect on the final responsse
m
map. How
wever, whe
en target o
objects un
ndergo larrge appearrance variiations, fo
or
eexample du
ue to backg
ground clut
utter, the reesponse fro
om the basse layer is limited
l
and
m
may not diifferentiate
e between the targeet and the backgroun
nd. In tha
at case, th
he
sp
patial resiidual layerrs improvee tracking performance when the targe
et has larg
ge
aappearancee variationss in conseccutive fram
mes. Since the
t residuaal network is sensitivve
to
o large app
pearance changes,
c
itt may track
k other tarrgets which
ch have a very
v
simila
ar
aappearancee when an occlusion o
occurs. Miistakenly trracking oth
her targetss may causse
a decrease in
i tracking
g performaance.
Therefore, we con
nclude thaat a spatia
al residuall network can indee
ed perform
m
b
better when
n there is a sudden
n change in
n target ap
ppearancee. Howeverr, since th
he
reesidual network is se
ensitive to large appearance ch
hanges, it m
may not pe
erform welll
w
when an occclusion occcurs. This is thoughtt to be the reason wh
hy the overrall trackin
ng
p
performancce is lower when the rresidual neetwork is applied.
a
5
5.1.2

The effect
e
of sca
ale estimatio
on

In
n this expeeriment, we
w tried to ffind out wh
hether the scale estim
mation pro
ocess would
im
mprove tra
acking perfformance.
We com
mpared ourr tracker w
when the sccale estima
ation is app
plied and not applied
aagainst thee benchma
arked tracckers: Siam
mese FC and ECO.. The resu
ults of thiis
eexperimentt are shown in Figurre 5-3 and Figure 5-4
4. In Figurre 5-4 blue
e line is th
he
trracking peerformance
e of ECO, th
ese FC, thee green line
e shows th
he
he orange line Siame
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p
performancce of the proposed
p
ttracker witth the residual netw
work, and the
t red lin
ne
sh
hows the performan
p
ce of the b
base mappiing but witthout the rresidual ne
etwork. Th
he
p
purple linee shows th
he perform
mance of the tracke
er withoutt the prop
posed scalle
eestimation methods and
a residuaal network
k (illustrate
ed in Figurre 4-8 (b)), the brown
n
liine presen
nts the tra
acking perrformance of the ta
acker with
h the prop
posed scalle
eestimation methods and
a residuaal network
k (illustrate
ed in Figuree 4-8 (a)).

F
Figure 5-3:: Screens
shot of tra
acking resu
ult when scale
s
estim
mation pro
ocess is
applied and not a
applied

F
Figure 5-4:: Trackin
ng perform
mance whe
en scale es
stimation is applied
d and not
applied

As expeected, the
e first notticeable reesult is th
hat the in
ntroductio
on of scalle
eestimation for the oriiginal scen
nario resca
ales the tarrget when it moves nears
n
to th
he
ccamera in the
t next fra
ame. As sh
hown in Fig
gure 5-3, the red bou
unding box
x is the new
w
scale of th
he target in
n frame(t+
+1) when scale estimation is applied. The yellow
w
b
bounding box
b in fram
me(t+1) iss the predicted scale
e when sca
cale estima
ation is no
ot
aapplied. It is the sam
me size as the initiall target im
mage size in
n frame(t)). Howeverr,
frrom Figurre 5-4, th
he overall tracking performan
nce of thee system when
w
scalle
eestimation is applied is worse th
han the tra
acking perfformance oof the origin
nal one.
This deccrease in performanc
p
ce might be
b because when the model sellects a scalle
aas optimal this occurrs becausee its featurre map gen
nerates a m
maximum peak valu
ue
aamong the correspon
nding resp
ponse map
ps. That maximum p
peak score representts
th
he new loccation of co
orrespondiing target center in the
t originaal image, but
b the shifft
o
of the newlyy predicted
d target ceenter in onee pixel is equivalent tto sixteen pixels' shifft
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in
n original image.
i
As illustrated
i
in Figure 5-5, When
n the prediccted area of
o the targeet
in
n the featu
ure map sccales to a b
bigger area
a (from the red boun
nding box to the blu
ue
b
bounding box),
b
the correspond
c
ding locatio
on area off the targett in the orriginal map
su
udden scalles to 16 tiimes the bllue boundiing box in the featurre map. Th
his may lead
to
o sudden large cha
anges and
d strong jitter
j
in the
t
prediccted targe
et location
n.
A
Additionallly, the wron
ng scale sizze of the cu
urrent fram
me may haave a bad in
nfluence on
n
trracking forr the successive fram
mes.

F
Figure 5-5:: An exam
mple of sca
ale estima
ation
5
5.1.3

The effect
e
of sha
allow and de
eep convolu
utional layerrs

In
n this exp
periment, we
w aimed tto find ou
ut which DCF
D
perforrms better (DCF with
h
sh
hallow layeers or deep
p layers.)
Figure 5-6(a)
5
reprresents a ssample vid
deo frame, while Figu
ure 5-6 (b)) shows th
he
sample fram
me's respo
onse map generated from the DCF with
h shallow Conv
C
layerr,
th
hat respon
nse map has
h sharp p
peaks enabling accu
urate localiization bu
ut does also
ccontains diistractor modes.
m
Figu
ure 5-6 (c)) represents the sam
mple frame
e's responsse
m
map from DCF with deep Convv layer, th
he response map con
ntains a ro
obust mod
de
w
with high co
onfidence, but it onlyy allows for coarse lo
ocalization.. Figure 5-7
7 shows th
he
D
DCF with shallow
s
lay
yers showss better sco
ores than DCF
D
with d
deep layerrs in overalll
trracking performance
e.
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F
Figure 5-6:: Visualiz
zation of tthe detectiion scores
s produced
d by the de
eep and
shallow
w models fo
for a samp
ple frame

F
Figure 5-7:: Trackin
ng perform
mance whe
en DCF is composed
c
d of deep Conv
C
layer
r
and DCF
F is compo
osed of sh
hallow Con
nv layers

This ma
ainly occurs because tthe deep co
onvolution
nal layers aare discrim
minative and
h
hence captture higherr-level visu
ual inform
mation and
d can gain
n from the
e increased
trraining da
ata, because these h
high-level features are
a more beneficial for imag
ge
cl
classificatio
on. On the contrary, DCF with shallow la
ayers could
d produce lower-leveel
feeatures at high spatiial resoluttion, and those
t
low-llevel featu
ures are be
eneficial fo
or
lo
ocalization
n [24, 62]. The shalllow convo
olutional la
ayers weree shown to
t be morre
su
uitable forr visual traccking.
5
5.2

Evaluate compre
ession metthods

T
To find thee right bala
ance betw
ween bitratee and traccking perfoormance when
w
video
os
aare transm
mitted overr limited b
bandwidth paths. We
W compresssed the videos
v
with
h
d
different CO
ODEC, bit rates, ratee control mode
m
and GOP
G
size, aand then ev
valuate and
ccompare th
he tracking performan
nce for diffferent com
mbinations of settingss.
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5
5.2.1

Find the optimall compressio
ion CODEC

T
To find th
he optima
al CODEC for our tracking systems, all the viideos werre
ccompressed
d with H265, H264,, and MPE
EG4, unde
er the sam
me setting parameterrs
sh
hown in Table
T
4-3. We evalu
uate the overall
o
traccking perfo
formance of
o all thesse
vvideos and compare th
he output b
bitrate.
The compression
n results are illustrated in Table 5-11, and th
he trackin
ng
p
performancces are sho
own in Figu
ure 5-8. We
W conclud
de from theese results that H.265
o
outputs thee smallest file
f size, an
nd our traccking syste
em perform
ms best witth the videeo
ccompressed
d with H.2
265. Howevver, this CODEC
C
hass the longeest latency
y because of
o
ccomputatio
onal compllexity. Desp
pite this high latency
y, H.265 is the CODEC
C chosen foor
thhe followingg experimen
nts.

F
Figure 5-8:: Trackin
ng perform
mance of th
he videos compresssed with diifferent
CODECs
T
Table 5-1:

C
CODEC

Compre
ession settting and compressio
on resultss regarding
g to
differen
nt CODECss

Output
O
S than
Size
th
he
O
Original

Output
Averagee
bitrate
(Mbps)

Outp
put Maxim
mum
Bitra
ate
(Mb
bps)

Tim
me to
enccode and
deccode
(s)

H
H.265

0.37

2.32

2.55
2

225.21

H
H.264

0.38

2.39

2.54s
2

229.70

M
MPEG4

0.45

2.47

2.92
2

331.22
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5
5.2.2

Impact of differe
ent compres
ssions affects on bitrate
e and trackin
ing performa
ance

T
To find how
w compression affectts the bitra
ate and traccking perfoormance, we
w encoded
aall the videeos use the
e H.265 CO
ODEC (thee optimal CODEC
C
aree conclude
ed from th
he
reesult in Seection 5.2.11) with diffferent bitrrates as shown in Taable 4-4. From
F
Figurre
5
5-9 and Tab
ble 5-2, we
e observed that the lo
ower bitratte the videoos are com
mpressed to
o,
th
he smallerr the resu
ulting file size and
d the poorrer the trracking pe
erformancee.
A
Additionallly, the late
ency increaases as thee bitrate decreases.
d
These resu
ults mainlly
o
occur becau
use a bitra
ate causes importantt information to be loost. Moreo
over, video
os
w
with lowerr bitrate requiremen
nts cost more
m
comp
putational time to encode
e
and
d
decode. The results of
o this exp eriment en
nable band
dwidth plaanning bassed on both
h
trracking performance
e requirem ents and bandwidth.
b

F
Figure 5-9:: Trackin
ng perform
mance of th
he videos compresssed with diifferent
bitrate
T
Table 5-2:

ession resu
ults regar
rding to different bittrate
Compre

T
Target Bitra
ate
(M
Mbps)

Outp
put Size
than the
Origiinal

Output
Averagee
bitrate
(Mbps)

Output
Maximum
M
Biitrate
(M
Mbps)

Tim
me to
enccode
and
d
deccode
(s)

3

37%
%

3.066
6

3.302

21.3
2

2.0

34%
%

2.041
1

2.552

24.2
2

1.0

19%
%

1.019
9

1.405

29.3
2

0.5

9.8%

0.616
6

0.776

37.7

0.1

2%
%

0.115
5

0.244

40.4
4
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5
5.2.3

The effect
e
of diffferent rate c
control mod
de

T
To find thee optimal compressio
c
on rate co
ontrol mod
de for our tracking systems,
s
w
we
ccompare th
he outputt bitrate aand trackiing the performanc
p
ce of all the video
os
ccompressed
d with H.2
265 ((the optimal CODEC
C
are
e concludeed from th
he result in
S
Section 5.2.1) with different ratte control modes.
m
The detailed compressiion setting
gs
aare shown in
i Table 4--5. From F
Figure 5-10
0, Figure 5-11,
5
and Taable 5-3 we
w reach th
he
fo
ollowing geeneral conclusion:
The CBR
R encoding
g scheme iss relatively
y simple an
nd requiress less codin
ng time, bu
ut
th
he system
m has the
e worst trracking performancce when tthe video has been
n
ccompressed
d with CBR. This m
might occurr because of the am
mount of co
ompression
n
needed is dependent
d
on the sceene. To ach
hieve consistent qualiity in the compresse
c
d
vvideo, we need
n
to alllow the am
mount of compressio
c
on to vary.. Unfortun
nately, CBR
R
eencodes at a constan
nt bitrate aand this iss insufficie
ent for thee complexiity of som
me
scenes. Th
he trackin
ng system
m perform
ms significcantly bettter with the videeo
ccompressed
d using 1-P
Pass VBR m
mode than CBR at th
he same tarrget bitrate
e. Howeverr,
1-Pass VBR
R encoding
g is more complex and
a
requirres more p
processing
g time than
C
CBR. The tracking
t
sy
ystem usin
ng video co
ompressed in 2-pass--VBR mod
de perform
ms
b
better than
n for the video com
mpressed with eithe
er CBR oor 1-pass-V
VBR modee.
A
Additionallly, videos compressed
c
d in 2-pass-VBR hav
ve a relativvely stable bitrate and
lo
ower avera
age bitrate
e than 1-Paass VBR. Therefore,
T
2-pass-VB
BR is betterr than CBR
R
o
or 1-pass-V
VBR as the
e tracking system peerforms we
ell and thee network bandwidth
h
reequired is lower.
Howeveer, a severre problem
m when co
oding video
o with VB
BR is that the bitratte
reequired to
o represen
nt differentt frames varies
v
grea
atly depen
nding on th
he contentt.
S
Sudden pea
aks in bitrrate mightt appear, and
a
the co
oncurrent sstreaming peaks ma
ay
eexceed the system’s
s
av
vailable baandwidth requiremen
r
nts.

F
Figure 5-10
0: The trac
cking perfformance of videos compresssed with H.265
H
under different
d
rrate
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F
Figure 5-111: The insttantaneou
us bitrate of
o a samplle compre
essed clip captured
c
by Bitra
ate Viewerr (a) the in
nstantaneo
ous bitrate
e in CBR mode.
m
(b)
the insttantaneou
us bitrate in VBR-1-P
PASS mod
de. (c) the
instanta
aneous bittrate in VB
BR-2-PASS
S mode.
T
Table 5-3:

Compre
ession resu
ults regar
rding diffe
erent rate ccontrol modes
m

Rate Control
ode
Mo

Output Sizze
than thee
Originall

Ou
utput
Aveerage
bittrate
(M
Mbps)

Output
m
Maximum
Bitrate
(Mbps)

Time to
o encode
and decode
d
(s)
(

CBR

52.9%

2.0
015

2.099

29.1

1-passVB
BR

48.2%

2.0
021

3.222

36.8

2-pass VB
BR

41.9%

2.0
033

2.521

40.2

5
5.2.4

The effect
e
of diffferent GOP llength

T
To find thee optimal GOP
G
size fo
or our traccking syste
em, we testted severall GOP sizees
o
on H.265 viideo, and then
t
comp
pare videoss' tracking performan
p
nce and insstantaneou
us
b
bitrate. Ta
able 4-6 shows th
he compreession setttings. Taable 5-4 shows th
he
ccompressio
on results for differrent GOP sizes. Fig
gure 5-12 shows th
he trackin
ng
p
performancce of the compresssed videoss for diffe
erent GOP
P sizes. Figure
F
5-13
illlustrates the
t output instantaneeous bitratte of a compressed cliip captured
d by Bitratte
*
V
Viewer .
From Figure
F
5-12
2, Figure 55-13, and Table
T
5-4 we draw tthe followiing genera
al
cconclusion::
*

h
http://www.digital-digesst.com/softw
ware/Bitrate_
_Viewer.htm
ml
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With increasing GOP
G
size, tthe trackin
ng perform
mance of th
he compressed video
os
ccontinues to
t improv
ve until th
he GOP size reachess 90. Add
ditionally, the outpu
ut
aaverage bittrate decreases and tthe outputt file size becomes
b
sm
maller with
h increased
G
GOP size. However, a larger G
GOP size has
h greater latency bbecause of
o increased
ccomputatio
onal compllexity. An issue illusstrated in Figure 5- 13 is there
e would be
b
m
more suddeen peaks in
n bitrate aas the GOP
P size grow
ws, those su
udden pea
aks can lead
to
o the sam
me problem
ms as discu
ussed in the
t
last su
ubsection. The reaso
on why th
he
trracking peerformance
e of the com
mpressed videos stops improvving might be becausse
lo
ong GOP size have an
n adverse eeffect of prropagating error spattially and te
emporally..

F
Figure 5-12
2: Trackin
ng perform
mance of th
he compre
essed vide
eos under different
GOP siz
ze
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F
Figure 5-13
3: Trackin
ng perform
mance of th
he compre
essed vide
eos under different
GOP siz
ze Figure 4
4.13: The instant
i
bittrate of a ssample com
mpressed
d
clip cap
ptured by B
Bitrate Vie
ewer (a) The
T instant
nt bitrate in
n when
GOP siz
ze is 20. (b
b) The insttant bitratte in when
n GOP size
e is 5
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Table 5-4:

GOP Size

Compression result regarding to different GOP size

Output Size
than the
Original

Output Average
Bitrate
(Mbps)

Output
Maximum
Bitrate
(Mbps)

Time to encode
and decode
(s)

20

53.5%

2.060

2.721

30.2

30

51.6%

2.053

2.821

31.5

40

50.7%

2.044

2.902

32.0

50

49.9%

2.040

2.984

34.9

60

49.1%

2.031

3.085

35.7

70

48.2%

2.021

3.222

36.8

80

47.9%

2.012

3.981

37.6

90

46.9%

1.995

4.249

39.2

100

46.1%

1.992

4.254

40.1

5.3

Discussion

The results of this work have shown that DCFs works well to detect and track multitargets with online learning method to update the model. The work also proposes
scale estimation, residual spatial network to improve tracking performance. But
with the help of those methods, the model does not perform well in all cases, even
does not show better-tracking performance. All possible reasons for this, as well as
ways of improving the model, needs to be discovered.
Regarding video compression methods, H265 codec, 2-pass-VBR, and longer
GOP are tested to be the best compression parameters for the tracking system.
However, all those settings would bring a longer latency at a cost. Since the
tracking system is prepared for real-time tracking in the future, how to deal with
the latency in the compression process needs to be considered further.
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6 Conclusions and Future work
In the previous chapters, we presented our experimental results and discussed them.
This chapter is looks back at what we did and will revisit the main findings of our
work and its limitations. We also summarize the conclusion we were able to draw.
Additionally, we will look to the future and make recommendations for further
research.
6.1

Conclusion

Automatic video tracking is a research area that can lead to numerous intelligent
applications. This project focused on setting up a system that may be used for
intelligent applications in video surveillance in smart farming scenarios.
We designed a tracking system that can detect and track multiple moving targets
at the same time. Our application scenarios are challenging because of illumination
changes, cluttered backgrounds, and occlusion in the recorded videos. After setting
up a basic system, we found that major improvements could be made to reduce the
network bandwidth required by using of video compression. Consequently, we were
successful in building a prototype of a tracking system that could serve as a platform
for future research on smart farming.
There are some general conclusions presented concerning the project’s tests and
results regarding tracking performance and the impact of video compression on this
tracking.
To understand how our proposed algorithm influences the tracking performance,
we compared the tracking performance when the DCF is composed of different
numbers of convolutional layers, when DCF is applied with a spatial residual
network, and when scale size is estimated. We proposed applying a spatial residual
network in our tracking algorithm to catch big changes in appearance when there is a
sudden movement of the target. However, the overall tracking performance of the
system with the residual network was lower than without it. While this might occur
because the residual network is too sensitive to big changes in appearance, the
algorithm may track other targets which have a similar appearance when occlusion
has occurred. This is likely to be the reason why the overall tracking performance is
lower when the residual network is applied.
Next, we proposed a scale estimation method based on a kernelized correlation
translation filter with multi-resolution. Our proposed scale updating methods make
scale changes when targets move. However, our tracking algorithm with purposed
scale estimation methods does not show better overall tracking performance.
Moreover, since the proposed method may lead to a sudden shift in scale, there is a
possibility that the model will not predict the most suitable scale. Although in this
experiment we did not get better tracking performance after scale estimation,
estimating scales is still essential to avoid severe model drift. When the target is
moving away from the camera, more background regions are incorporated into the
tracking model. Eventually, the non-scaled tracker drifts off the target as its model
becomes too corrupted with background data. The scale-adaptive tracker successfully
continues to track the target by evaluating the scale space and rejects outliers,
whereas the feature matching step evaluates the remaining samples and ensure the
accuracy and robustness of the tracking process.
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Additionally, we found DCFs composed of shallow convolutional layer show better
tracking results than the DCFs composed of deep convolutional layers. This seems to
occur because the features from shallow layers output low-level information at high
spatial resolution and such information is essential for localizing the target accurately
when tracking and prevents model drift, while the deep layer feature maps contain
high-level information at a coarse resolution, which would be more beneficial for
image classification.
A final important aspect we observed is that our proposed tracker could not
operate to the end of each clip if the image is complex (i.e., has multi-targets,
occlusion, fast movement, etc.). This might be overcome because online-learning can
utilize features based on historical tracking results. However, there are not enough
ground truth labels available for supervision. So online learning can learn from
incorrect training samples if there are errors in the tracking history and these errors
accumulate and result in tracking drift.
The overall tracking performance of our proposed algorithms was benchmarked
against two state-of-art trackers, FC [4] and ECO [5]. The general comparison
demonstrates our tracking system achieves similar tracking performance to both ECO
and Siamese FC. The general conclusion regarding the proposed tracking algorithm is
summarized in Table 6-1.
Table 6-1:

General conclusion of the proposed tracking algorithm

Methods

Advantages

Disadvantages

Proposed
Suitable for real-time tracking.
Online Learning
method

Not stable for long-term
tracking.

Proposed
Could catch the big appearance
Spatial Residual changes.
Network

Less robust in occlusion, not
presenting better in overall
tracking performance.
Need longer training time.

Proposed Scale
Estimation
Methods

Could catch scale changes.

Not stable, not presenting
better overall tracking
performance.
Need longer training time.

DCF with
Shallow layers

Output feature is at high spatial
resolution, show better in
tracking performance.

Not robust in image
classification task.

DCF with Deep
layers

High-level features are more
beneficial for image
classification.

Only allows for coarse
localization.
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Our surveillance tracking systems is likely to need to send encoded video over
real-world networks with limited bandwidth. To overcome the constraints of network
bandwidth, we compress the videos before transmission. Unfortunately, video
compression reduces the video quality. To limit the effects of this quality loss, we
need to choose suitable compression parameters.
During our experiments, we observed that our tracking system performs the best
with the video compressed by H.265 than when using other CODECs (specifically,
H.264 and MPEG4). H.265 also gives the most compressed output. We found that the
lower bitrate the videos were compressed to, the worse the tracking performance.
Moreover, we observed that the tracking system when using the video compressed in
a 2-pass VBR mode performs better than in video compressed with either 1-pass VBR
or CBR mode. Moreover, videos compressed in 2-pass VBR had a relatively lower and
stable bitrate. Therefore, 2-pass VBR can be considered as the most appropriate
scheme for both minimizing the use of network resources and providing excellent
image quality for the tracking system.
Finally, with an increase in GOP size, the tracking performance continued to
improve. Additionally, the output average bitrate becomes lower and the output file
size becomes smaller with increased GOP size. However, larger GOP size has greater
latency because of increased computational complexity. The general conclusions
regarding the compressing methods are summarized in Table 6-2.
Table 6-2:

General conclusion of the compressing methods

Compression

CODEC

Target Bitrate

Settings

Advantages

Disadvantages

MPEG4

Shortest latency.

Worst tracking
performance.
Highest output bitrate.
Largest output file size.

H.264

Shorter latency than
H.265.
Medium tracking
performance.

Higher output bitrate than
H.265.
Larger output file size
than H.265.

H.265

Best tracking
performance.
Smallest output file size.

Longest latency.

Higher
Bitrate

Better tracking
performance.
Shorter latency.

Higher output bitrate.
Larger output file size.

Lower
Bitrate

Lower output bitrate.
Smaller output file size.

Worse tracking
performance.
Longer latency
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CBR

Instant bitrate keeps about Worst tracking
the constant.
performance.
Smallest output file size.

1-Pass VBR

Better tracking
performance than CBR.
Smaller output file size
than CBR.

Instant bitrate varies very
differently.
Longer latency than CBR.
Sudden peaks often
appears in the output
bitrate.

2-Pass VBR

Best tracking
performance.
Smallest output file size.
The output bitrate is
relatively stable than in 1Pass VBR.

Longest latency

Larger GOP
Size

Lower average bitrate.
Smaller output file size.
Better tracking
performance.

Longer latency.
Instant birate varies
greatly, sudden peaks of
the output bitrate often
appears.

Smaller
GOP Size

shorter latency.
Output bitrate keeps
relatively stable.

Higher average bitrate.
Larger output file size.
Worse tracking
performance.

Rate Control
Mode

GOP Size

6.2

Limitations

As the time for this thesis is limited, it was not possible to investigate every possible
angle of the problem. There are some limitations that our system did not address,
these are summarized in the following subsections.
6.2.1

Unstable for long-term tracking

The system is unstable for long-term tracking. Since learning a representation that is
both invariant and discriminative for a long time is intrinsically difficult, as time
evolves, features that once were discriminative may become irrelevant and vice versa.
For instance, fast movement, occlusion, or lightning strikes in a few frames may cause
the model to predict ghost peaks with the wrong target location. It is challenging to
associate noisy object detection in the current video frame with previously tracked
objects for tracking-by-detection in the online mode.
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6.2.2

Beyond real-time tracking

Our system is far from being capable of real-time tracking due to its high
computational complexity. Three main factors led to this computational complexity.
The first reason is model size, the integration of deep features from the VGG-16
network causes a sharp increase in the number of appearance model parameters
which are beyond the dimensionality of the input images. For example, our tracker
continuously updates roughly 800,000 parameters during the online learning of the
model. Such a high dimensional parameter space tends to lead an increase in the
computational complexity caused by the high dimensionality and leads to slower
tracking speed. Another reason is the size of the training set, as our tracker requires a
large training sample set due to the reliance on iterative optimization algorithms (for
example, the input feature map size is W*H*512, W and H are the original weight and
height of video frame respectively). However, memory space is limited in practice,
especially when high-dimensional features are to be stored. This may lead to a
computational burden. The final reason is that the model update method used in our
tracker applies a continuous learning strategy by updating the model strictly at every
frame using online learning. This model update method may slow down the tracking
speed.
6.3

Future Work

Although the proposed tracking algorithm performs well in many of the challenging
conditions, its performance could be improved making some more changes in the
proposed method. In this section we highlighted some components that are essential
for improving the tracking performance. We see two directions for future expansion
of work in this thesis. First is improving the current system’s
segmentation/annotation and tracking algorithms. Second is to find more optimal
ways to compress videos to adapt to the changes in available bandwidth.
6.3.1

Improving system’s annotation and tracking algorithm

We list four ways to improve the tracking algorithm and system’s annotations.
6.3.1.1

Enrich the Dataset

To have a more comprehensive and reliable evaluation result and to measure how
well different algorithms perform, more test data are needed. It would be of interest
to generate datasets of pan-tilt-zoom surveillance video sequences where the pan-tiltzoom configuration for each frame is available to help improve scale estimation
through large-scale differences. The dataset should contain more complex
information which would be available in a practical application in order to help
improve the tracking methods, such as sequences containing occlusion, cluttered
background, and illumination changes.
6.3.1.2

Improving scale estimation methods

To smooth out the instability or jitters in a track during scale estimation, we should
try to increase the number of scales with different zoom magnification. The candidate
scales need to have smaller variations between each other. For example, instead of
choosing five different scales (with the zoom ratios 0.9, 0,95, 1, 1.05, and 1.1), we
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could choose ten different scales with zoom ratios varying from 0.9 to 1.1, increasing
by 0.25 at each step. Another approach that could be tried in the future is to use
multiple trackers and average their scale results to obtain our final track.
6.3.1.3

Improve tracking speed

To speed up the tracking process, we could change model update methods (for
example, update the model every five frames instead of updating it every frame.
On the other hand, the problems of computational complexity could be addressed
by investigating dimensionality reduction techniques that preserve useful
information while drastically reducing the number of color dimensions, thereby
providing a significant speed boost for tracking. For example, Principal component
analysis (PCA) [63], is a classic method that provides a sequence of best linear
approximations to a given high-dimensional observation.
6.3.1.4

Make the predicted bounding box as a flexible ratio rectangle

Currently, since in our tracking scene, the targets to be tracked are pigs' heads with
round shape, and they are easier to track with square bounding boxes, we set the
predicted scale shape as a square. This method works well for objects with a fixed
aspect ratio (1:1), but this does not hold for non-rigid or deformable objects. To use
our tracking system to track more categories of animals, we will set our tracking scale
shape as a flexible ratio rectangle.
6.3.2

Find optimal compression methods

We could take a look at four ways to make compressed videos fit minimum bitrates
during transmission while keeping excellent temporal quality for visual tracking.
6.3.2.1

Combine VBR and CBR modes

To better maintain tracking performance and utilize network resources, one proposal
is to split the videos of pigs into two categories, clips where pigs are relatively active
(morning) and clips where pigs have low activities (in the evening or after being fed).
Since those clips in the first category contain different motion levels across their
entire duration, they could be compressed by VBR with a relatively high bitrate to
minimize bandwidth. Clips in the second clips could switch to CBR compression
mode with a relatively lower bitrate since pigs in those clips would be sleeping and
not move at all. Compression in CBR mode could keep good image quality as these
videos would contain a similar motion level across their entire duration. The tracking
system could still perform well with the videos in the second category compressed
under CBR mode, since there is little difference in image features between
consecutive frames.
6.3.2.2

Choose the dynamic GOP length

Fixed GOP length is unable to deal with all clips in our database since we have a
varying level of motion among those clips. A possible solution is to choose the GOP
length based on scene motion complexity, thus dynamically selecting intra-frame
coding to limit network bandwidth.
For example, we could divide the videos into two parts: videos with a high level of
motion and videos with low levels of motion. Those low-motion videos require less
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data to represent them, hence we will allocate a relatively long GOP length to
compress them. Videos with pigs moving around have more motion differences
between frames. Those videos require more data to represent them. We will allocate a
shorter GOP length to compress them. Additionally, we could use some smart
encoders to detect the change in successive frames within a video, then if there is a
significant change in scene/motion complexity, the encoder can create a new GOP at
this point.
With the two methods mentioned above, the temporal correlation of the
compressed video is preserved within each different sized GOP. There is a saving of
bandwidth and storage space consumption while ensuring excellent video quality for
tracking use.
6.3.2.3 Consider compression latency
Encoding on the server side and decoding at the receiver side requires computational
resources, which have to be taken into consideration. The time it takes to compress,
send, decompress, and display a file in the compression process could cause
undesirable system latency. The more advanced the compression algorithm, the
higher the latency. We did not take the latency caused by the compression process
into account since the time to run a tracker through a whole clip is far longer (xxx
hours for a mm minutes video clip) than the compression latency (tens of seconds)
with our current prototype.
6.3.2.4

Study more compression settings

There are still some compression settings we have not tested, for example, frame rate,
frame size/resolution, buffer size, one pass/two pass encode; therefore, in the future
we might further explore those settings to see how they will influence our tracking
performance and network bandwidth.
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Appendix A: Useful options in FFmpeg
1.

Set the target(average) bit rate of the encoder. (-b:v)

In a live streaming environment, it is important to have an optimal bit rate so that
receivers can download the data in real time. Using stream specifiers, it can be set for
video (-b:v) and for audio (-b:a).
2. Set the limit bit rate of the encoder. ( -minrate and -maxrate)

Limits can be specified with the -minrate and -maxrate options and can be used to set a
constant bit rate even for video.
3. Set the maximum GOP length (-g)

For live streaming, it can GOP be lowered so that the receiver has to wait less before
receiving an I-frame and being able to decode the video.
4. Sets the buffer size (-bufsize)

The size of the buffer over which the bit rate is computed is specified by the -bufsize
option.
5. Select the pass number (1 or 2):-pass

It is used to achieve two-pass video encoding. The analysis of the video is recorded in a
log file in the first pass, and in the second pass, the log file in the first pass is used to
create the video at the exact requested bitrate.
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Appendix B: Command lines to compress videos
As compression settings showed in table 3.3, the command lines to compress videos
according to different CODEC (from top row to the bottom) are as follows,
1.

ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -vCODEC mpeg4 -b:v 2.5M -minrate 2.5M -maxrate 1M -bufsize 1M
output.mp4 -g 70
2. ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v libx264 -x264-params "nal-hrd=cbr" -b:v 2.5M -minrate 2.5M -maxrate
1M -bufsize 1M output.mp4 -g 70
3. ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v libx265 -b:v 2.5M -minrate 2.5M -maxrate 1M -bufsize 1M output.mp4 -g
70

As compression settings showed in table 3.4, the command lines to compress
videos according to different bitrate(from top row to the bottom) are as follows,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v libx265 -b:v 2.5M -maxrate 2.5M -bufsize 1M output.mp4 -g 70
ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v libx265 -b:v 2.0M -maxrate 2.0M -bufsize 1M output.mp4 -g 70
ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v libx265 -b:v 1.0M -maxrate 1.0M -bufsize 1M output.mp4 -g 70
ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v libx265 -b:v 0.5M -maxrate 0.5M -bufsize 1M output.mp4 -g 70
ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v libx265 -b:v 0.1M -maxrate 0.1M -bufsize 1M output.mp4 -g 70

As compression settings showed in table 3.5, the command lines to compress
videos according to different bitrate(from top row to the bottom) are as follows,
1.

ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v libx265 -b:v 2.5M -maxrate 2M -minrate 2.0M -bufsize 1M output.mp4 g 70
2. ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v libx265 -b:v 2.0M -maxrate 2.5 M -bufsize 1M output.mp4 -g 70
3. ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v libx265 -b:v 2.0M -maxrate 2.5 M -bufsize 1M output.mp4 -g 70 -pass 1 &
ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v libx265 -b:v 2.0M -maxrate 2.5 M -bufsize 1M output.mp4 -g 70 -pass 2

As compression settings showed in table 3.6, the command lines to compress
videos according to different bitrate(from top row to the bottom) are as follows,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v libx265 -b:v 2.0M -maxrate 2.5 M -bufsize 1M output.mp4 -g 20
ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v libx265 -b:v 2.0M -maxrate 2.5 M -bufsize 1M output.mp4 -g 30
ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v libx265 -b:v 2.0M -maxrate 2.5 M -bufsize 1M output.mp4 -g 40
ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v libx265 -b:v 2.0M -maxrate 2.5 M -bufsize 1M output.mp4 -g 50
ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v libx265 -b:v 2.0M -maxrate 2.5 M -bufsize 1M output.mp4 -g 60
ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v libx265 -b:v 2.0M -maxrate 2.5 M -bufsize 1M output.mp4 -g 70
ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v libx265 -b:v 2.0M -maxrate 2.5 M -bufsize 1M output.mp4 -g 80
ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v libx265 -b:v 2.0M -maxrate 2.5 M -bufsize 1M output.mp4 -g 90
ffmpeg -i input.mp4 -c:v libx265 -b:v 2.0M -maxrate 2.5 M -bufsize 1M output.mp4 -g 100
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